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Zusammenfassung
Die vorliegende Arbeit behandelt die elektrophysiologische Charakterisierung
verschiedener primitiver kanalbildener Proteine bzw. Peptide.
Mithilfe der sogenannten `planaren Lipid Bilayer Technik`, welches ein maximal
artifizielles System zur funktionellen Rekonstitution und zur Untersuchung von
gereinigten

Kanalproteinen

darstellt,

wurden

protein-/

peptidvermittelte

Einzelkanalströme gemessen. In Abhängigkeit von definierten Ionenkonzentrationen
in den Badlösungen auf der cis- und trans-Seite einer Membran ließen sich die für die
Proteine

typischen

Eigenschaften

wie

Strom/

Spannungs-Beziehungen,

Offenwahrscheinlichkeiten, sowie Selektivitäten ermitteln.
Kapitel 2 behandelt den Wildtyp, sowie zwei unterschiedliche Mutanten von Kcv,
einem tetrameren Kaliumkanal, welcher von dem Paramecium bursaria Chlorella
Virus 1 (PBCV-1) kodiert wird. Die Daten zeigen, dass die subtile Mutation (T->S am
Rest

63),

einer

zur

Kavität

des

Kanals

angrenzenden

Aminosäure

im

Selektivitätsfilter, die Blockierbarkeit des Wildtyps durch Barium nahezu gänzlich
aufzuheben vermag. Darüber hinaus verursacht die Mutation eine deutlich erhöhte
Offenwahrscheinlichkeit des Kanals, wobei der Kanal jedoch nur selten die volle
Leitfähigkeit erlangt; meist öffnet der Kanal nur zu verschiedenen Unterleitwerten.
Wahrscheinlich reflektieren diese Unterleitwerte unterschiedliche kinetische Zustände
des Kanals; Simulationen auf Grundlage von Markov-Modellen zeigen, dass ein sehr
schnelles

Gating,

Kanalschaltens,

für

in

Kombination

apparente

mit

einer

Unterleitwerte

limitierten
verantwortlich

Registrierung
sein

kann.

des
Die

Funktionsveränderungen müssen auf einer empfindlichen Änderung in der Struktur
des Proteins beruhen, denn ein Austausch zweier benachbarter Aminosäuren an
derselben Stelle (T->S am Rest 63 und S->T am Rest 62) führt dazu, dass der Kanal
wieder wie der Wildtyp schaltet.

Kapitel 3 behandelt unterschiedliche synthetische Varianten des PB1-F2-Proteins,
welches in vivo von verschiedenen Influenza-A-Viren kodiert wird. In der Literatur
wurde bereits beschrieben, dass das Protein in der Lage ist, im planaren Lipid-Bilayer
eine Leitfähigkeit zu vermitteln. Das Auftreten von diskreten Leitfähigkeiten jedoch,
verbunden mit Schaltereignissen, die für eine Funktion als Einzelkanal sprechen, war
für dieses Protein zuvor noch nicht beschrieben worden. In dieser Arbeit konnte der
Nachweis für eine kanonische Kanalfunktion des Proteins erbracht werden. In
Kombination mit fluorimetrischen Studien zeigen die elektrischen Daten, dass der
PB1-F2-generierte Kanal zwei diskrete Leitfähigkeiten hat und unspezifisch Kationen
und Anionen leitet.
Kapitel 4 befasst sich mit Phospholamban, einem Protein, dessen Funktion als
Modulator der sarco-/ endoplasmatischen Ca-ATPase (SERCA) bereits früher
beschrieben wurde. Bekannt war seit langem, dass Phospholamban in zwei gleich
häufig verteilten strukturellen Konformationen vorliegt, nämlich als Monomer und als
Pentamer, wobei letztere die deutlich stabilere von beiden darstellt. Sehr umstritten
ist

die

Hypothese,

dass

das

Pentamer

eine

Kanalfunktion

besitzt.

Impedanzmessungen an so genannten `supported nano-BLMs`, in denen das
Phospholamban-Protein

rekonstituiert

ist,

und

die

in

Kooperation

mit

der

Arbeitsgruppe Moncelli am Institut für Chemie der Universität Florenz durchgeführt
wurden, zeigen, dass Phospholamban in der Tat eine Ionenleitfähigkeit in
Membranen induziert. Die Rekonstitution von Phospholamban im planaren LipidBilayer unterstützt die These einer durch Phospholamban vermittelten Kanalfunktion.
Im Bilayer können durch Phospholamban induziert zwei diskrete kationenselektive
Leitwerte von 16 pS und 27 pS registriert werden.

Summary
The present study describes the electrophysiological characterisation of different
primitive channel-forming proteins, respectively peptides.
Using the so-called `planar lipid bilayer technique`, which is a maximally reduced
system for the functional reconstitution and electrophysiological characterization of
purified channel proteins, protein-/ peptide-mediated single channel currents were
measured. Depending on defined ion concentrations in the bath solution on cis- and
trans-side of a membrane, typical properties of the reconstituted channels such as
current/ voltage relationships, open probability and selectivities could be determined.
Chapter 2 deals with the wildtype and two different mutants of Kcv, a tetrameric K+
channel, which is encoded by the Paramecium bursaria Chlorella Virus-1 (PBCV-1).
The data reveal that the subtle mutation of one amino acid (T->S of residue 63),
which lies in the selectivity filter next to the cavity, almost completely reverses the
ability of the wildtype to be blocked by Ba2+. Furthermore, the mutation causes a
considerable increased open probability, whereas the channel rarely reaches the
maximal conductance level; mostly the channel opens to different subconductances.
These subconductances probably reflect different kinetic states of the channel;
simulations based on Markov models reveal that a very fast gating in combination
with a limited registration of the channel gating can be responsible for apparent
subconductances. The altered function of the mutant must be due a sensitive change
in the protein structure because a mutation of a second, adjacent amino acid is able
to recover the properties of the wildtype.
Chapter 3 deals with different versions of the PB1-F2 protein which are encoded by
different Influenza A viruses. It was already described in literature that this protein is
able to augment the conductance in the planar lipid bilayer. The absence of discrete
conductance fluctuations suggested that PB1-F2 is not a canonical channel.
However, the instant study shows that synthetic peptide analogues of PB1-F2

generate canonical channel function in the planar lipid bilayer. In combination with
fluorometric studies, the electrical data reveal that the PB1-F2-generated channels
possess two discrete conductance levels and unspecifically conduct cations and
anions.
Chapter 4 deals with phospholamban, a protein whose function as modulator of the
sarco-/ endoplasmatic Ca-ATPase (SERCA) was described already previously. For a
long time it was known that the monomer of phospholamban is in equilibrium with the
pentameric form, whereas the latter one is considerably more stable. It is a matter of
discussion whether the pentamer has a channel function. Impedance measurements
in so-called `supported nano-BLMs`, in which the protein was reconstituted and which
were performed in cooperation with the group of Moncelli at the institute for chemistry
of the University of Florence, show that phospholamban indeed induces typical ion
channel fluctuations in membranes. The reconstitution of phospholamban in the
planar lipid bilayer supports the hypothesis of a phospholamban-mediated channel
function with two discrete cation-selective conductance levels at 16 pS and 27 pS.

Vorbemerkung
Die Ergebnisse dieser Dissertation aus den Kapiteln 3 und 4 wurden bereits wie folgt
veröffentlicht:
Henkel M, Mitzner D, Henklein P, Meyer-Almes FJ, Moroni A, DiFrancesco ML,
Henkes LM, Kreim M, Kast SM, Schubert U, Thiel G (2010) The proapoptotic
Influenza A virus protein PB1-F2 forms a nonselective ion channel. PLoS ONE 5(6):
e11112. doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0011112
Smeazzetto S, Henkel M, Ferri T, Thiel G, Moncelli MR (2010) Ion Channel Activity of
Pentameric Phospholamban. Biophysical Journal, vol. 98, issue 3, pp. 328a-328a
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Chapter 1: Introduction

Chapter 1: General Introduction
Each kind of life, throughout all domains (Eukarya, Bacteria, Archaea), depends on
the availability of double-layered lipid membranes, (respectively mono-layered lipid
membranes in Archaea), which separates cells and cellular organelles from their
exterior environments. These biological barriers are necessary for the generation of
electrochemical gradients which form the energetic basis for all biological processes.
In principle, due to the nonpolar interior, such membranes are impermeable for most
molecules with exception of small lipophilic but polar molecules like carbon dioxide,
alcohols and urea that can diffuse through the membrane. In order to allow the
selective

passage

of

ions,

bigger

and

also

charged

molecules,

special

transmembrane proteins have evolved that mediate their permeability. As their
function is essential for all cells, it is plausible that such proteins occurred very early
in the evolution and for this reason are present throughout all domains of life,
Eukarya, Bacteria and Archaea. Moreover, also viruses, which are not considered as
a life form, are suggested to possess such transmembrane proteins. Most of these
proteins are highly selective for certain kinds of ions or molecules. Furthermore, they
are highly regulated by physical or chemical signals.
Generally, transport processes across the membrane are distinguishable concerning
their energy balance and their mode of action. If the electrochemical gradient is the
only driving force for the passage of molecules, it is termed a passive transport; if it is
connected with an expense of energy, an active transport. For the latter one
ATPases, which pump ions like Na+ against their electrochemical gradient across the
membrane, demonstrate a typical example. The transport rates of such ion pumps lie
under physiological electrochemical gradients in a range of 100 -102.
Passive transport is either mediated by carriers or by channels. The functional
difference between carriers and channels is best reflected by the corresponding
transport rates, which under physiological electrochemical gradients lie in a range of
102 – 104 for carriers and 106 – 108 for channels [1]. Carrier-coupled transport
typically shows enzyme-like kinetics; carrier also possess substrate-specific binding
1
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sites and they undergo conformational changes across the membrane before they
release the according molecules on the other side of the membrane again; channels
in contrast form water-filled pores which facilitate the free diffusion of molecules
across the membrane. Nonetheless, although channels and carrier differ considerably
concerning their transport rates, they are contrary recent presumptions, quite similar
on the structural level. The CLC family of Cl--transporting proteins includes both, Clchannels and Cl-/ H+ carriers. CLC-ec1 is a bacterial homolog of a Cl-/ H+ carrier.
Recent studies revealed that the mutation of two amino acids of this carrier leads to
properties that are untypical for carriers but typical for channels [2]. This also
suggests that the strictly discrimination between channels and carriers is a
simplification and describes two extreme modes; although most proteins which
mediate passive transport can be assigned either to the group of carriers or the group
of channels, there are examples which work in an intermediate form.
Channels are macromolecular pores that mediate usually a highly selective transport
of one sort of ions across the membrane; other channels discriminate just between
monovalent/ divalent anions/ cations or even just between anions/ cations. Most
channels possess some kind of inner gate which fluctuates between discrete states,
at least one open and one closed state. Such fluctuations underlie a stochastic
behaviour which can be regulated by physical or chemical signals. Regulation in this
context means that the probabilities to switch to certain states and their dwell times in
one or the other state are influenced by these signals. This switching process, which
is termed gating, can be modulated either by factors such as the membrane potential,
mechanical pressure, or chemical binding of molecules. Some channels are also
light-sensitive.
Channels are formed by an association of several transmembrane segments. These
are arranged as either bundles of α-helices or β-strands and span the membrane,
such that one end is in contact with the environment and the other end is located in
the cellular interior. Transmembrane segments that are organized as β-strands are
typical for a certain subclass of channels, termed porins. These are composed of βbarrels and occur in outer membranes of bacteria, chloroplasts and mitochondria.
2
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Some of them, like VDAC (voltage dependent anion channel) are able to conduct
large molecules (up to 5000 Da) while at the same time they show high selectivity for
anions [3].
In contrast to porins, nearly all other channels are made of transmembrane segments
that are organized as α-helices. These transmembrane segments are 15-20 amino
acids in length and most of the amino acids are hydrophobic and poorly soluble in
water. However, polar or even charged residues also occur and often play a structural
or functional role. The transmembrane regions are connected by extramembrane
segments that contain more hydrophilic amino acids. In contrast to the
transmembrane segments, they vary considerably in length from channel to channel
and can have regulatory influence. Although channels can also exist as monomers,
the much more common forms are homomeric or heteromeric complexes. Thereby
the number of subunits and the number of transmembrane segments per subunit
generally differ but are constant within a channel family.
Very simple channels like the antibiotic peptaibol antiamoebin, that forms cationselective pores, consist of an arrangement including a fixed number of small peptides,
which possess just one transmembrane domain [4], [5], [6]. Nonetheless, although
such channels are quite simple, they have properties which might suggest higher
complexity. Beside selectivity, this includes some kind of channel gating and
sensitivity for channel inhibitors, respectively channel blockers. However, not all
channel-forming small peptides show discrete fluctuations like antiamoebin, which
results from well-defined configurations of a fixed number of subunits.
The determination of several channel structures by x-ray diffraction shed light on their
mechanism of function and revealed common principles of structural and functional
design. In these terms one of the best understood K+ channels is KcsA. K+ channels
represent a class of channels that occur in all organisms and the mechanism of their
selectivity is conserved within the family. KcsA is built of four identical subunits. Each
consists of three α-helices that form two funnel-shaped openings, one to the
intracellular and one to the extracellular side. Near to the middle of the bilayer, they
3
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surround a cavity which is lined by nonpolar residues. On the extracellular side there
is a narrow fragment, approximately 12 Å long, that acts as selectivity filter and is
formed by carbonyl oxygen atoms of a highly conserved amino acid sequence [7].
These partially negative charged oxygen atoms coordinate nearly perfectly two
dehydrated potassium ions and by this mimic the electrostatic environment of their
solvated state. In contrast, the affinity of sodium ions is several orders of magnitude
smaller [8]. This explains the high selectivity of the channel for potassium. In
presence of a sufficient ion concentration two of the four positions along the filter that
can coordinate cations, are occupied by potassium. Thereby, the ions are separated
by a water molecule. When a third ion enters, the electrostatic repulsion displaces a
potassium ion from the opposite side [9].
Compared to cytosolic proteins, transmembrane proteins are much more homologue
to each other and they show a higher structural simplicity. Thus, it is often possible to
create high quality homology models of channels that have not yet been crystallized.
Based on the structure of the bacterial potassium channel KirBac 1.1, such a model
was developed for the Kcv channel [10]. Kcv is encoded by the Paramecium bursaria
Chlorella virus-1 (PBCV-1) [11] and probably plays an important role during infection
of host cells [12]. Like KirBac 1.1 it is a voltage-dependent potassium channel that
also shares considerable structural similarities; particularly concerning the poreforming domain which contains the highly conserved K+ selectivity filter. The channel
is also assembled into four subunits, each consisting of two transmembrane α-helix
domains and it displays the same symmetries. However, in contrast to KirBac 1.1,
whose subunits consist of 333 amino acids, Kcv is more reduced; each monomer is
92 amino acids in length. Because of the structural similarity of the pore domain including filter region - to other K+ channels and due to its structural simplicity, Kcv
presents a suitable model for investigating channel properties like selectivity, gating
and sensitivity against channel blockers. In chapter 1 heterologously expressed,
isolated and purified Kcv wildtype (wt-Kcv) and two different mutant proteins were
studied in the planar lipid bilayer system. The data reveal that a single very subtle and
conservative mutation (threonine 63 against serine) within the selectivity filter
considerably changes the sensitivity against Ba2+. Wt-Kcv is nearly completely
4
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blocked by Ba2+; in contrast, the mutant (T63S-Kcv) is insensitive. Furthermore, the
mutant exhibits numerous subconductances which represent the predominant states
within the channel fluctuations. Although they differ with respect to their size, such
subconductances can also be found in wt-Kcv. This shows that they are evoked by a
mechanistic principle which is inherent to the channel and just enhanced by the
mutation. Finally, both, the altered Ba2+ sensitivity and the different occurrence of
substates can be explained by a modified affinity between the mutated selectivity filter
and the conducted cations.
It is probably not surprising that the structure of potassium channels is highly
conserved. However, interesting to note is that other channel-forming peptides which
do not belong to the family of K+ channels reveal the same overall architecture
principles of K+ channels. High-resolution structure of the oligomeric antiamoebin
channel is not yet known, but a detailed, high quality model has been proposed,
based on x-ray and nuclear magnetic resonance structures of a single antiamoebin
helix [4], [5], [6]. Remarkably it displays high similarity with the structure of KcsA
potassium channel [7]. It consists of eight transmembrane helices that are organized
as parallel bundles, forming a water filled pore. This is shared by the KcsA channel,
which is tetrameric, but also built of eight transmembrane helices, two contributed by
each monomer. Carbonyl groups from amino acids, which are exposed to the lumen,
play the counterpart to the cation-binding regions in KcsA that coordinate the
dehydrated potassium ions. Furthermore, a ring of glutamine side chains achieves the
same function of the water filled cavity of KcsA.
It is plausible to assume that precursors of small transmembrane peptides like
antiamoebin emerged earlier during evolution than those of more complex channel
proteins that possess multiple transmembrane domains [13]. These types of peptides
already exhibit functional principles which are typical for more complex channels; they
reveal moderate selectivity and gating. It is reasonable to assume that during
evolution small changes in these primordial peptides were sufficient to create
channels with a higher selectivity and gating behaviour.

5
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Viruses are generally well known for their minimalist organisation. They are capable
of limiting their genome and their structural proteins to the very essentials. In this
context it is not surprising to find that also the structural complexity of channel
proteins, which are encoded by viruses, belong to the most simple channel proteins.
Influenza A virus is a pathogen which infects not only birds and swine but also
humans. Due to its strong enhancement of secondary infections of the respiratory
tract and its contribution to lethal pneumonia by bacteria, it is of high relevance to
human health [14]. In search of Influenza proteins, which are relevant for the
pathogenicity of the virus, PB1-F2, an 87-amino-acids-long peptide was detected.
This peptide is encoded by an alternative reading frame on the first genome segment
of Influenza A virus [15]. The expression and secretion of the full-length sequence in
host cells results in a depolarisation of the mitochondrial membrane voltage which
then induces apoptosis and cell death of primarily macrophages and neutrophil
granulocytes [16]. The PB1-F2 peptide has a structure, which is strongly depending
on the environment. In water the peptide folds in a random fashion with no structured
elements. In a hydrophobic, membrane like environment PB1-F2 exhibits at the Cterminal domain an α-helix; the N-terminus is, with the exception of two small helix
domains, still unstructured. Interesting to note is that the C-terminal helix is long
enough to span the membrane.
Until recently it was assumed that the PB1-F2 generated depolarisation of the
mitochondrial voltage is evoked by the aggregation of PB1-F2 peptides and that these
aggregates form nonselective lipidic pores which disrupt the inner and outer
mitochondrial membrane. This view was based on the observation that in a previous
study PB1-F2 was able to increase the membrane conductance of lipid bilayers
without generating canonical single channel fluctuations. PB1-F2 was only found to
evoke random noise like fluctuations of the membrane conductances; the latter was
interpreted as a result of unstructured lipid pores. The data presented in chapter 2
shows that PB1-F2 is able to generate canonical channel like fluctuations and that
this activity is associated with the helix forming part of the peptide. This functional
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data together with structural considerations support a model according to which PB1F2 is able to form transmembrane domains with channel conductance.
Mammalian cells also contain small transmembrane peptides. One example for such
a protein is phospholamban. This 52-amino-acids-long integral membrane protein is
involved in the contractility of cardiac muscle by regulating the intracellular calcium
concentration of cardiac myocytes. Phospholamban regulates cardiac sarco-/
endoplasmatic Ca-ATPase (SERCA), a membrane protein occurring in the
sarcoplasmic reticulum that causes a reduction of the intracellular calcium
concentration by pumping Ca2+ into the sarcoplasmic reticulum. Unphosphorylated
phospholamban inhibits SERCA, whereas the phosphorylated form releases SERCA
inhibition and allows pumping of Ca2+ from the cytoplasm into the sarcoplasmic
reticulum.
Recent studies revealed that phospholamban exists in equilibrium between
monomeric and pentameric forms [17] wherein the stable pentameric form is 30 kDa
in weight and each monomer (6 kDa) is composed by three domains: a helical
cytoplasmic domain, a semi flexible loop and a helical hydrophobic transmembrane
domain [18], [19]. However many points are still matter of debate: Whether the
inhibition of the SERCA is mediated by the monomeric or pentameric form; what is
the structure of the pentameric form; whether the pentameric form is an ion channel
or simply a storage form. Although the monomer it is predominant hydrophobic,
recently molecular modelling [20] and structural studies [17] supported the hypothesis
that phospholamban has also ion channel activity and not only regulatory function.
In Chapter 3 phospholamban is reconstituted into planar lipid bilayers. The data
reveal that this protein is able to generate distinct channel-like fluctuations. Together
with structural data and with a new biometric method of impedance measurements
these data support the idea that phospholamban is a channel-forming peptide.
The demonstration and detailed analysis of channel function of the aforementioned
proteins relies in the present study on a reconstitution of the purified or of synthetic
7
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proteins in planar lipid bilayers. In principle, there are several methods available for
the recording of single channel activity. With the patch clamp technique it is possible
to record channel activity directly in cells which naturally express a channel of interest
or which serve as heterologous expression system for certain channels. While this
method is suitable for channels within the plasma membrane it is in most cases not
possible to use the patch clamp technique for recording activity of channels from
endogenous membranes. In some cases it was shown that it is in principle possible to
patch-clamp also membranes of some organelles like mitochondria. This, however, is
connected to a high preparative effort and not practical in all cases. In order to
circumvent this problem, the reconstitution of isolated and purified channel proteins in
an artificial lipid membrane/ lipid bilayer offers a useful solution. The planar lipid
bilayer system – as described by Mueller and Montal 1972 [21] - is a highly reduced
setup consisting of two chambers which are filled with electrolytes and which are
separated by a thin vertical orientated Teflon foil. This so-called septum exhibits a
little hole, which is covered by lipid, e.g. α-phosphatidylcholine. Using the painting
method [21] a thick drop of lipid is initially deposited in the hole. The lipid is then
thinned out until it forms a lipid bilayer across the hole. This bilayer is equivalent to
the membrane of cells. In this configuration the two chambers are electrically
separated. Channel proteins of interest are first reconstituted into proteoliposomes
before the liposomes are fused with the aforementioned bilayer. Each chamber is
connected via silver chloride electrodes directly to the headstage of a patch clamp
amplifier. If a channel protein is successfully reconstituted into the bilayer the current
flow through a single protein can be recorded. For this purpose a voltage is applied
across the membranes to generate a driving for the channel currents. In this way
otherwise inaccessible channel proteins can be studied. In addition the technique
offers a maximum in experimental simplicity. In the extreme case of synthetic channel
proteins all the components of the system are chemically pure.

8
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Chapter 2: Kcv
A single mutation in the selectivity filter of Kcv leads to a decreased Ba2+
sensitivity and an enhanced occurrence of subconductances

Abstract
The miniature K+ channel Kcv proved to be a good model to investigate general
properties of K+ channels with respect to ion permeation and gating. Because Kcv
represents effectively the common structural and functional core of all K+ channels, its
inherent mechanistic principles are suggested to have a universal character. The
most conserved part of K+ channels is the pore domain including the selectivity filter;
for a long time it was thought that this domain is exclusively responsible for the
selectivity. However, recent studies suggested that the selectivity filter can also
function as a gate.
In this study we used the planar lipid bilayer technique to record the single channel
activity of purified Kcv. The comparison of wt-Kcv and two filter mutants (T63S-Kcv
and S62T/T63S-Kcv) underscores the function of the selectivity filter as a gate. The
data reveal that the very conservative exchange of an amino acid at position 63 in the
selectivity filter has a dramatic effect on the sensitivity of the channel against Ba2+.
The mutation furthermore favours a high open probability of the channel and is
correlated with the occurrence of multiple substates. The latter is correlated with a
modification of the gating properties resulting in fast gating. Altogether the data are
consistent with a model in which the mutation lowers the affinity for K+ and Ba2+ in a
distinct site of the filter.
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Introduction
Kcv is a homotetrameric miniature K+ channel that is encoded by the Paramecium
bursaria Chlorella virus-1 (PBCV-1) [1]. Each monomer is 94 amino acids in length.
According to a homology model, which was based on the crystal structure of the
KirBac 1.1 channel [2], the monomer of Kcv is build of two transmembrane α-helical
domains, connected by a pore domain. This pore domain contains the highly
conserved K+ selectivity filter with the consensus sequence (TXXTXGY/FGD) found in
all K+ channels. Furthermore the protein possesses an extracellular turret domain and
a very short intracellular helix at the N-terminus. The latter is equivalent to the slide
helix of KirBac1.1.
The combination of a very small size together with a high degree of conservation of
the selectivity filter makes Kcv a suitable model for analysing basic and general
structure/ function-correlations of K+ channels. Such a study can provide insights into
structural features, which are underlying functional properties such as selectivity,
gating and inhibition by blockers. One way to address these questions is by analysing
the function of mutants in which critical amino acids have been modified
experimentally [3] or by evolution [4]. In a recent study the approach of rational
modifications of amino acids by single point mutations has been extended by an
unbiased genetic approach. For this purpose a yeast complementation assay in the
presence of the channel blockers Ba2+ or amantadine together with randomized
mutagenesis of the filter domain of Kcv was employed. By this approach mutants
were identified, which are resistant to Ba2+ and amantadine [4]. Further experiments
in this study using a PCR-backcrossing procedure finally uncovered a single
mutation, T63S that occurs in all these mutants and is responsible for both, the
resistance against Ba2+ and amantadine. The critical position threonine 63 is part of
the highly conserved selectivity filter of the channel and occupies a position that acts
as a coordination site for cations. Kcv possesses 4 of these coordination sites and
T63 forms the innermost one e.g. the site localized next to the channel´s cavity
(Figure 2.1).
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Figure 2.1 Cartoon illustration of the Kcv homology model, which is based on the KirBac1.1
crystal structure. For clarity only two of the four subunits are depicted. Spheres represent K+
ions in the coordination sites 4 and 2 within the selectivity filter. The amino acids at position
63 are additionally depicted as sticks; the coordinating side chain oxygen atoms are marked
by arrows.

Remarkably, this site is the only one in which the amino acid side chain coordinates
the ion (within the filter); in the three remaining sites this coordination is achieved by
the oxygen atoms of the amino acid backbone. Though it seems to be obvious that an
exchange of this amino acid side chain affects blocking by Ba2+, it is surprising to find
that the subtle change T->S, which does not affect the coordinating side chain
oxygen, shows such a strong impact on channel function.
Recently, also the electrophysiological properties of T63S-Kcv were studied in
Xenopus oocytes by a two-electrode voltage clamp system. Titration with Ba2+
revealed that the mutant had a 100-fold increased Kd value for block compared with
the wildtype-Kcv. This suggests that primarily a subtle single point mutation is
responsible for the barium resistance. Interesting to note is that the introduction of the
same T->S mutation in the human K+ inward rectifier channel Kir2.1 also resulted in a
decreased Ba2+ sensitivity, however, in Kir2.1 the mutation only resulted in a 12-fold
14
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increased Kd value compared to the wildtype channel. The most striking difference
between Kcv and Kir2.1, which might explain this difference of the Kd values, is the
position 62 adjacent to position 63 of Kcv. The former is also part of the conserved
selectivity filter and in Kcv it is made of a serine. The more common residue in K+
channel filters however, which is also occurring in Kir2.1, is a threonine. Examination
of a Kcv double mutant S62T/T63S, which resembles the background of Kir2.1,
showed evidence for a negative coupling effect between the neighbouring residues at
these two positions. The insertion of threonine instead of serine at position 62,
resembling the filter sequence of Kir2.1, reduces the impact of the T63S mutation in
Kcv. The resulting Kd value is 12-fold increased relative to wildtype, and consequently
in line with that found for Kir2.1.
In addition to the altered Ba2+ sensitivity the analysis of channel currents revealed
further differences between the wildtype and the mutant channel. One striking
difference is that the wildtype channel (wt-Kcv) has a pronounced negative slope
conductance at extreme negative voltages; this negative slope conductance is absent
in the mutant T63S-Kcv. In the wildtype channel of Kcv this negative slope
conductance is visible on the level of single channels when channel activity is
measured in planar lipid bilayers or on the membrane of Xenopus oocytes [5], [6].
Detailed analysis of channel fluctuations at negative voltages revealed that this
negative slope conductance can be explained by a fast gating process [6]. Fast gating
in this context means that the open channel is frequently interrupted by very fast and
short closures. These closures are faster than the recording system so that the
macroscopic current only appears to be reduced.
From the absence of such a negative slope conductance in the macroscopic I/V
relation of T63S-Kcv it was speculated that the mutation in the filter is also abolishing
the fast gating component. The prove for this hypothesis on the single channel level is
still missing because the single channel fluctuations of the mutant were so far not yet
observed. Attempts to monitor single channel signals of the mutant in oocytes failed
because the recordings only revealed noisy current traces without clear cut channel
fluctuations (Abenavoli personal communication [6]).
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In order to get an improved resolution of the mutant channel, here we used the planar
lipid bilayer system as an alternative and suitable method to examine single channel
properties of T63S-Kcv and S62T/T63S-Kcv in comparison to the wildtype channel.
The data show differences concerning conductivity and Ba2+ sensitivity between the
three channel proteins. Further analysis of the beta distribution of the amplitude
histograms uncovers some kinetic details that contribute to explain these differences.
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Material and Methods
Escherichia coli strain Topo10F’ (Invitrogen, California, USA) was used for
subcloning and propagation of recombinant plasmids. Protease-deficient Pichia
pastoris strain SMD1163 (his4, pep4, prb) (Invitrogen, California, USA) was used
routinely for the expression of the K+ channel gene. Enzymes for molecular biology
were obtained from New England Biolabs (Ipswich, UK) or Stratagene (Santa Clara,
California, USA). The detergent dodecyl α-D-glucopyranoside (DDM) was purchased
from Glycon (Berlin, Germany). DNA sequencing was performed by MWG Biotech.
All other reagents were obtained from Sigma-Aldrich Chemie Gmbh (Munich,
Germany) or Merck GmbH (Darmstadt, Germany), unless otherwise stated.

Manufacture of wt-Kcv and Kcv-mutants expression constructs and Pichia
pastoris transformation
Polymerase chain reactions (PCRs) employed either PfuI or the Taq Precision Plus
System (Stratagene, Santa Carla, California, USA). The sequence of the synthetic
gene of Kcv was designed and edited using RESTRI-software and synthesized by
Entelechon GmbH (Regensburg, Germany) and inserted into the PCRtopo4 vector.
The open reading frame encoding the Kcv synthetic gene was amplified from
synthetic

Kcv-

PCRtopo4

by

PCR

5’GACGACGATGACAAGATAATGTTGGTCTTCTCC3’;

(forward
reverse

primer
primer

(F1),
(R1),

5’GGAGAAGACCAACATTATCTTGTCATCGTCGTC3’), introducing a 5’ BamHI
restriction site and a 3’ NotI restriction site. The PCR fragment was subcloned into
BamHI-NotI-digested Pichia pastoris expression vector pPIC3.5K (Invitrogen,
Karlsruhe, Germany), leading to the wildtype construct, which finally was confirmed
by DNA sequencing. To aid purification, tag sequences were added to the 5’ end of
the

synthetic

Kcv

coding

region,

to

yield

the

following

N-terminus:

MAWSHPQFEKTRH(9)D(4)KI, including the Strep II tag, WSHPQFEKTR, followed by
a nona-histidine tag and by the enterokinase cleavage site, DDDDK. Pichia pastoris
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SMD1163 cells were transformed by electroporation with 15- 20 µg of PmeI-linearized
vectors, using conditions recommended by the manufacturer.
To get the single mutant (T63S-Kcv) gene, the Kcv wildtype construct (wildtype gene
subcloned in pPIC3.5) served as the DNA template for a PCR site-directed
mutagenesis (QuikChange Site-Directed Mutagenesis Kit, Stratagene, California,
USA) in order to exchange threonine 63 against serine (forward primer,
5’CCACCACCCACTCCTC

CGTTGGTTTCGGTG3’;

reverse

primer,

5’

CACCGAAACCAACGGAGGAGTGGGTG GTGG 3’). To eliminate the parental DNA,
comprising the wildtype sequence, the products of each PCR site-directed
mutagenesis were treated with DpnI (Stratagene), which digests exclusively the
methylated DNA. XL1-Blue supercompetent cells were transformed with 1 µl of the
PCR reaction. From the transformants the DNA was extracted with Quiafilter plasmid
midi-kit (Quiagen, Hilden, Germany) and linearized with PmeI (NEB). 3 µg of
linearized DNA was used to transform Pichia pastoris SMD1163 with the Pichia
easycompt kit (Invitrogen).
To get the double mutant (S62T/T63S-Kcv) the single mutant construct again served
as template for a further PCR site-directed mutagenesis leading to an exchange of
serine

62

against

threonine

GTCACCACCCACACCTCCGTTGGTTTC3’;

[forward
reverse

primer,

5’
primer,

5’GAAACCAACGGAGGTGTGGGTGGTGAC3’].

Induction of K+ channel production
Single colonies were grown at 30 °C overnight in MGY medium [0.34% (w/v) yeast
nitrogen base, 1% (w/v) ammonium sulphate, 10-5% (w/v) biotin, and 1% (w/v)
glycerol] to an absorbance at 600 nm (A600) of 2-6. After centrifugation at 1500g for
10 min, the pellet was resuspended to an A600 of 1.0 in MM medium (0.34% (w/v)
yeast nitrogen base, 1% (w/v) ammonium sulphate, 10-5% (w/v) biotin and 0.5%
(w/v) methanol) and grown for 48 h. Additional methanol was added after 24 h to a
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final concentration of 0.5% (v/v), to maintain inducing conditions. Cultures were
performed in a 2 l flask with 200 ml of MGY medium.

Pichia pastoris membrane preparation
Cells (4-10 g) were suspended in a final volume of breaking buffer (50 mM sodium
phosphate (pH 7.6), 4% glycerol, and 1 mM EDTA) of 100 ml containing 0.1 mg/ml
protease inhibitors of soybean trypsin inhibitor, 1 mM benzamidine, and 0.1 mM
Pefabloc SC and resuspended using a Poltyron homogenizer (30 s at medium
speed). An equal volume of ice-cold, acid-washed glass beads (0.25-0.5 mm
diameter) was added, and the mixture was vigorously mixed for 3 min in a
Beadbeater (Biospec Instruments). Glass beads, unbroken cells, and other cell
debris were removed by centrifugation at 1500g for 10 min. The supernatant was
removed and PEG 8000 (poly-ethylene glycol) (helps to precipitate the membranes)
10% W/V an NaCl 200mM were added to it and the mixture is incubated 20 min at
4°C stirring. After 20 min the mixture was centrifuged at 18000 RPM (Sorvall ss34)
for 45 min at 18°C. The resulting crude membrane pellet was suspended in breaking
buffer (50mM NaH2PO4, 5% glycerol (w/W) NaOH pH 7.4, EDTA 1mM), and the
protein content was determined using the DC protein assay (Bio-Rad). Membranes
were diluted with breaking buffer to 20 mg of protein/ ml prior to freezing and storage
at -80 °C.

Purification of the Kcv-channel from Pichia pastoris
Membranes (3 ml) from cells expressing the synthetic Kcv gene construct were
detergent-solubilised in buffer containing 50 mM imidazole (pH 7.4), 3% DDM, 600
mM NaCl, and 200 mM KCl for 1 h at 4 °C and cleared by centrifugation (100000g for
1 h). The supernatant was loaded (0.5 ml/min) onto 10 ml of resin sigma his-select
nickel affinity; the latter was pre-equilibrated with solubilising buffer. The column was
then washed at 1 ml/min twice with 10 ml of buffer containing 50 mM imidazole (pH
7.4), 0.1% DDM, 1 M NaCl, and 200 mM KCl and twice with 10 ml of buffer
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containing 75 mM imidazole (pH 7.4), 0.1% DDM, and 200 mM KCl. To recover
bound protein, the column was eluted at 0.3 ml/min with a buffer containing 300 mM
imidazole (pH 7.4), 0.1% DDM, and 200 mM KCl.

Reconstitution of Kcv and electrophysiology
The Kcv-eluate usually had a protein concentration of 1mg/ml and was reconstituted
into liposomes by the addition of 0.09% dodecyl α-D-maltoside (minimum of 99%,
Biomol GmbH, Hamburg, Germany) and 10 mg/ml L-R-phosphatidylcholine [from
soybean, type IV-S, g30% (TLC), Sigma, in 100 mM KCl and 10 mM Mops/Tris (pH
7.0)]. After 30 min incubation, the detergent was removed by the addition of BioBeads
(SM2 Adsorbent, Bio-Rad). Kcv proteoliposomes were formed overnight at room
temperature with one exchange of BioBeads. Experiments with planar lipid bilayers
were performed as described by Schrempf et al. (1995) [7] by the Montal-Müller
technique [8] with a 0.4 mg/ml solution of α-phosphatidylcholine (type IV-S >= 30 %
TLC; Sigma-Aldrich (Steinheim, Germany) in n-decane (Carl Roth, Karlsruhe,
Germany). The measurements were done in buffer containing 500 mM KCl, 10 mM
Mops/Tris pH 7. The Ag/AgCl electrode in the trans-compartment was directly
connected to the head stage of a current amplifier (EPC 7, List, Darmstadt,
Germany); the electrode in the cis-compartment was connected to the ground. At
positive potentials the electrode in the trans-compartment was positive and the
electrode in the cis-compartment negative. In order to prevent surface-potentialeffects, both electrodes were connected with the bath solution via an agar bridge (2%
agarose in 2 M KCl). Currents were recorded and stored by an analog/ digitalconverter (LIH 1600, HEKA electronics, Germany) at 4 KHz after low pass filtering at
a frequency of 1 kHz. Data analysis was performed by Patchmaster-Software (HEKA
electronics, Neustadt, Germany), QuB (University of Buffalo, Buffalo, USA,
www.qub.buffalo.edu/wiki/index.php/Main_Page), Kielpatch-Software (University of
Kiel, Kiel, Germany, www.zbm.uni-kiel/aghansen/software.html) and Excel (Microsoft,
Redmond, USA) Before adding the protein to the trans chamber the bilayer
conductance was recorded for some time in order to exclude artefacts evoked by
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contaminations. Only perfectly silent bilayers were used for reconstitution of Kcvproteins.

Data analysis
IV-curves were created by determining the apparent single channel currents by visual
inspection with Patchmaster-Software.
Mean/ standard deviation plot was done using Excel-Software. Therefore, standard
deviations of 20 recorded data points were plotted as a function of the averages of
the same data points. This was done for every single data point which led to an
overlap of the corresponding intervals; the first mean value was calculated from data
points 1 to 20, the second one from data points 2 to 22, the third one from data points
3 to 23, etc.
In order to determine open probabilities amplitude histograms were created with QuBSoftware (University of Buffalo, Buffalo, USA, www.qub.buffalo.edu /wiki/index.php/
Main_Page). Subsequently these histograms were fitted, whereas the positions of the
peaks and the widths of the distributions were fixed manually. The resulting integrals
of the Gaussian functions then constituted the basis for calculating each open
probability, which were given by their magnitude relative to the whole area.

Evaluation of fast gating
The open state current of the studied channels display increased noise if gating is
faster than can be resolved by the recording system, respectively the filter frequency.
In this case, the value of the apparent single channel current, Iapp, extracted from
such data is smaller than the value of the “true” single channel current, Itrue (which
would be measured if the temporal resolution of the recording system was high
enough). This effect is illustrated in Figure 2.2.
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Figure 2.2 Reduction of the “true” current due to a limited sampling rate i.e. a too slow
recording frequency. The apparent current is smaller and displays increased noise. The full
value of the open state current is never reached, if the mean dwell time in a state is shorter
than the rise time of the anti-aliasing filter.

The full value of the open state current is never reached if the mean dwell time in a
state is shorter than the rise time of the anti-aliasing filter. Due to these conditions a
noisy but reduced current-amplitude appears [9].
However, Itrue can be retrieved by analysing the amplitude histograms. Base line drift
and other artefacts would distort the analysis. Thus, all data had to be inspected
closely and cleaned manually from sections showing these kinds of artefacts [10].
Sections of fast gating were extracted from the measured time series. These “cleaned
time series” were used to generate the open point histogram (distribution-per-level,
[11]) of the apparent open state. This was done with Kiel-Patch software using a
Hinkley detector [12].

Determination of the true single channel current, Itrue, and of the rate constants
of an O-C model of fast gating
The open-state amplitude histogram of Iapp as obtained from bursts of fast flickering is
broader than that of the base line, and instead of Gaussian, the distribution may
appear skewed [13], [14], [15]. These so-called beta distributions can be used to
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reconstruct the “true” single channel current and the rate constants of the underlying
gating process [9], [16], [17]. Schroeder and Hansen (2006) [9] have shown that it is
sufficient to use a simple two-state Markov model for the analysis of the bursts in the
time series.
The “theoretical” open point histogram obtained from the model was fitted with a
Simplex algorithm [18], [19] to the open point histogram of the measured data.
Simulations including noise and a low pass filter response equal to those in the
experiment were employed to provide the theoretical curves; Figure 2.3 schematically
illustrates this procedure. During fitting, the current was used as a fixed parameter
which was changed stepwise in subsequent fits; this made the algorithm more stable.
The simplex determined the best set of rate constants for each suggested current.
From the resulting plot “error sum versus assumed Itrue”, the minimum was taken as
the “true” single channel current.

Figure 2.3 Schematic illustration of the procedure, which is used for reconstruction of the
“true” current by analysing the amplitude distributions of the recorded apparent current. The
“theoretical” open point histogram - obtained from time series which were simulated on basis
of a Markov model - was fitted with a Simplex algorithm to the open point histogram of the
measured data.
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Experiments with Ba2+ block
To test the sensitivity of the channel proteins against Ba2+, BaCl was added at a final
concentration of 5 mM in both chambers and mixed. Usually, the signals of blocked
channels were recognizable a few seconds after adding the blocker.
In a further step the reversibility of the Ba2+ block was tested. Therefore, Ba2+ was
first added in order to block the channel and subsequently precipitated by adding and
mixing 10 mM NaSO4 to both chambers.
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Results

General description of wt-Kcv, T63S-Kcv and S62T/T63S-Kcv
In order to investigate functional differences between wt-Kcv, T63S-Kcv and
S62T/T63S-Kcv on the single channel level the purified proteins - each derived from a
yeast expression system - were reconstituted in planar lipid bilayers. Shortly after
adding the wt-Kcv protein at a final concentration of ≥ 30 µM into the bath solution of
the trans-chamber (symmetrical 500 mM KCl, 10 mM Mops/Tris, pH 7.0), single
channel fluctuations could be observed (Figure 2.4). Subsequently, currents across
the bilayer in response to stepwise altering test voltages (from -80 mV to +80 mV)
were recorded. In the same manner experiments were also done with proteins from
the two mutants. Figure 2.4 shows exemplary time series of currents monitored in
response to reconstitution of wildtype-Kcv (Wt-Kcv), T63S-Kcv and S62T/T63S-Kcv at
test voltages of -80 mV and +80 mV.
The wt-Kcv signal displays at both voltages typical transitions between a closed state
and one predominant open state (oM), which is in accordance with the maximal
unitary conductivity 250 pS of a single channel. Similar unitary current fluctuations
with the same conductance were also described in previous studies with wt-Kcv [5],
[20]. In comparison to the signal from wt-Kcv, the S62T/T63S-Kcv signal does not
show any appreciable differences; this protein also generates typical unitary current
fluctuations between a closed and one open state. The picture is very different in the
case of T63S-Kcv. This channel shows primarily transitions between a closed state
and many defined discrete substates (oSS); in order to distinguish discrete sublevels,
they are expressed as a percentage of the full open state. In the case presented in
Figure 2.4 at least three substates are detectable; representative for all
measurements the maximal open state is rarely achieved. The appearance of
substates in T63S-Kcv seems to be voltage-independent. Figure 2.5 depicts time
series for different positive and negative potentials, showing that numerous substates
occur for all tested voltages.
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Figure 2.4 Exemplary time series of currents evoked by wt-Kcv, T63S-Kcv and S62T/T63SKcv at +/- 80 mV. A closer scrutiny to the time series of T63S-Kcv at +80 mV also reveals
short occurrences of the maximal open state (OM). Due to the high number of conductance
levels in the case of T63S-Kcv, all substates are presented as percentage of the full open
conductance.

The activity of T63S-Kcv with the predominant fluctuation between many substates is
also associated with a highly increased open probability compared with channel
activity generated by wt-Kcv and S62T/T63S-Kcv. We define here the overall open
probability (po*) as the probability of the channel to leave the closed state to any of
the conductance states. At +/- 80 mV T63S-Kcv has an open probability po* of 0.9.
The open probability po* of Wt-Kcv and S62T/T63S is at the respective voltages only
0.04. The results of these experiments demonstrate that the mutation in T63S-Kcv
does not only affect Ba2+ sensitivity (see also below), but also the gating properties of
the channel. This observation does not disagree with macroscopic currents obtained
by whole-cell measurements in oocytes, which reveal similar conductances for wt-Kcv
and T63S-Kcv. On the single channel basis the elevated open probability could be
compensated by a lower overall conductance of the prevailing open channel levels.
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Figure 2.5 Time series of T63S-Kcv recorded at different positive and negative potentials.
The records show numerous substates at all tested voltages. Grey colored sectors are shown
enlarged in the right column.

Substates in wt-Kcv and T63S-Kcv
It has been reported previously that wt-Kcv also occasionally generates substates
when reconstituted in planar lipid bilayers [5]. Such substates were also observed,
albeit rarely, in the present study. Figure 2.6 shows exemplary time series of wt-Kcv
and T63S-Kcv at -40 mV, each exhibiting diverse substates.
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A

B

Figure 2.6 A Exemplary time series of wt-Kcv and T63S-Kcv recorded at -40 mV. Both
channels exhibit numerous subconductances. B Comparison of conductance levels of wt-Kcv
and T63S-Kcv as they occur in the time series above. Beside the full-open-conductance the
time series of wt-Kcv exhibits 4 subconductances. The full-open-conductance (light grey bar
marked by asterisk) is not reached in the time series of T63S-Kcv; the channel fluctuates
between 5 different subconductances. The substates of the two channels do not directly
correspond to each other and there is no systematic relation between them.
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For wt-Kcv the 100 pS, respectively the 41% conductance level, is the predominant
substate; with an even lower frequency also a few more substates can be seen, like
the 16 %, the 74 % and the 93 % conductance levels. This demonstrates that
substates are not per se a specific feature of T63S-Kcv; they can also occur, albeit,
with a low frequency, in wt-Kcv. However, when we compare the substate levels of
wt-Kcv with those of T63S-Kcv it becomes obvious that they are not identical; there is
also no systematic relation between the different substates. Figure 2.6 B illustrates
conductance levels of wt-Kcv and T63S-Kcv. Neither direct correlations of the
substates nor fixed distances between them can be observed/ recognized.

I/V curves of wt-Kcv, T63S-Kcv and S62T/T63S-Kcv
To obtain the current voltage relation (I/V) of the three channels, the maximal unitary
conductance level of wt-Kcv, T63S-Kcv and S62T/T63S-Kcv at all voltages was
determined. From previous data it was already known that the I/V-relation of wt-Kcv is
nonsymmetrical [5], [20]. This imposes a problem in the analysis because in bilayer
reconstitutions the channel protein can in principle insert in one or the other
orientation into the membrane. In >20 experiments with wt-Kcv we found that the I/V
curve of this channel always showed a negative slope conductance at positive
voltages when the protein was added to the trans-side of the membrane. The
interpretation that the channel inserts with a biased orientation into the membrane is
similar to a previous report on the reconstitution of Kcv in bilayers [5]. To further test
this bias for insertion, we added protein in 5 other experiments to the cis-chamber. In
these cases, the channel always generated an I/V curve with a negative slope at
negative voltages. The results of these experiments demonstrate that the channel has
indeed a strong tendency to insert in a prevailing orientation into the membrane. The
site of the membrane to which the protein is added determines the orientation in the
membrane. For further analysis, only experiments are considered in which the protein
was added from the trans-side.
A plot of the maximal currents obtained under the aforementioned conditions as a
function of voltage for wt-Kcv, T63S-Kcv and S62T/T63S-Kcv is shown in Figure 2.7.
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S62T/T63S-Kcv
T63S-Kcv
wt-Kcv

Figure 2.7 I/V relationships of maximal single channel conductance from wt-Kcv, T63S-Kcv
and S62T/T63S-Kcv. Data are mean +/- SD from 5 measurements in symmetrical solution
with 500 mM KCl, 10 mM Mops/ Tris, pH7.

The currents, which are averages from 5 measurements, give very similar I/Vrelationships for all three channels. The plot is linear over a wide window of voltages
(-80 mV to +40 mV); the slope conductance in the linear range (-80 to +20 mV) of all
three channels is 250 pS. At positive voltages (>40 mV) a negative slope
conductance can be observed for all three channels. The general shape of the I/Vrelation as well as the conductance is similar to that reported previously for wt-Kcv [5],
[20]. The results of these experiments mean that the mutations in the pore have no
influence on the unitary conductance of the Kcv channel. In the case of S63T-Kcv,
only the frequency with which the maximal conductance level is achieved is greatly
reduced.
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Transition probabilities between substates
The striking differences regarding the attendance of substates in T63S-Kcv compared
with wt-Kcv can be further elucidated by a mean/ standard deviation plot of a typical
time series, which is depicted in Figure 2.8.
For this analysis the standard deviation of 20 recorded data points (at +80 mV,
symmetrical 500 mM KCl, 10 mM Mops/ Tris, pH 7.0) is plotted as a function of the
average of the same data points. The x-coordinate represents the current and lines
can be interpreted as transitions between different states; the more lines between two
states the higher the corresponding transition probability. In the case of wt-Kcv mainly
transitions between the closed (0 pA) and the maximal open state (12 pA) can be
observed. The density of lines is higher in the range of the closed state; this is
primarily because the noise of the closed state is smaller than that of the open state.
In contrast the mean variance plot of T63S-Kcv is less defined, as expected from the
time series. It reflects the rare attendance of the closed and maximal open state. In
addition to the maximal open state, some other open states can be noticed. A small
substate (0.8 pA corresponding to 10 pS), occurs to be the predominant conductance
level. Most transitions start from or end at this state.
In comparison to T63S-Kcv the population of the closed state of wt-Kcv seems to be
expanded. This could suggest that the channel rapidly fluctuates between a closed
and a small conducting open state. A close scrutiny of the data, however, shows that
the broad signal around the closed state in wt-Kcv is due to a higher noise level of the
recording; it is not due to a substate.
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A

B

wt-Kcv

T63S-Kcv

Figure 2.8 Mean/ standard deviation plots of A wt-Kcv and B T63S-Kcv reflect the
conspicuous differences between the two channels concerning the occurrence of
conductances. Lines represent transitions between states.
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Contribution of fast gating to occurrence of substates
One of the most striking results of the present study is the observation that T63S-Kcv
opens mostly only to distinct substates and only rarely reaches the full conductance
level (OM). In principle, these substates could reflect canonical substates i.e.
conductance levels in which the channel is not fully conducting. Alternatively the
substates could also be the result of kinetic modulations of the channel. If a channel
opening is interrupted by very short closures, apparent substates could occur in
channel recordings if these events are so fast that they are not resolved by the
recording system.
The latter explanation for the substates in Kcv is not unrealistic: Firstly, in a previous
study for a Ca2+-activated K+ channel from vascular smooth muscle cells it was
shown, that at least some kind of substates can be considered as recording artefact
induced by fast gating [21]. Secondly, a recent study gives evidence for the general
occurrence of fast gating, also termed “flickering” in wt-Kcv [6]. Due to the limited
resolution of the measuring system, respectively the low pass filter, this fast gating
leads to the apparent negative slope conductance of the Kcv conductance at extreme
voltages.
In contrast to I/V relations obtained from recordings in oocytes [4], not only wt-Kcv but
also T63S-Kcv showed a negative slope conductance in the bilayer experiments
presented here. This finding suggests that fast gating should also be present in T63SKcv. Furthermore, time series of wt-Kcv, T63S-Kcv and S62T/T63S-Kcv all display an
increased asymmetric open-channel noise, which indicates a contribution of fast
gating also for the mutants (Figure 2.4).
In order to test this suggestion, the “true” current (Itrue) for T63S-Kcv was
reconstructed using the procedure described in [9]. In summary, the low pass filter
distorts the amplitude histograms of the current records. Instead of symmetric
Gaussian distributions, they are comprised of skewed, so-called beta distributions
[13]. The shape of these distributions allows under certain conditions the
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reconstruction of the statistic properties of the undetected gating events, namely the
true single channel current and the rate constants. Such beta distribution of amplitude
histograms generated from single channel data were analyzed here.
Because T63S-Kcv signals display so many different conductance levels, only two
predominant subconductances that also displayed a visibly increased open-channel
noise (ca. 36 and 55% of maximal open conductance at +80 mV) were analyzed. The
other subconductances had either very few data points or did not show increased
noise, both features making beta analysis impossible.
As described in Materials and Methods, the amplitude distributions were fitted with
different assumed currents. The one with the collective minimal error sum is assumed
to represent the “true” current. An example of such a plot of chi square (the weighted
error sum) as a function of Itrue is depicted in Figure 2.9 for the 55% substate of T63SKcv at +80 mV.

Figure 2.9 Plot of the weighted error sum as a function of Itrue for one substate of T63S-Kcv
(55% of the maximal open-conductance). The minimal error sum is correlated with the value
which represents the “true” current.
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The minimal error sum is given at a current amplitude of 7,8 pA, compared with the
apparent current of 6 pA; the corresponding fit of distributions is illustrated in Figure
2.10.

Figure 2.10 Fitted distributions (amplitude-histograms) of the measured current-signal (black
curve) and the simulated signal (red curve). Dashed lines mark the apparent and “true”
currents.

Figure 2.11 shows the I/V curves of the two selected substates (Iapp 37% and 55%,
grey lines) in comparison with the maximal open state Iapp 100% (black line).
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Figure 2.11 I/V curves of the two selected substates (Iapp 37% and 55%, grey lines)
compared to the maximal open state Iapp 100% (black line). The negative conductance slopes
of the apparent channel currents at high positive potentials reveal to be an artefact; the curve
for reconstructed Itrue current is higher and shows slight saturation. Although the conductance
which corresponds to Itrue is higher than the two apparent subconductances (36% and 55%) it
is lower than the maximal conductance level.

Because the signal-to-noise ratio is a critical factor in beta analysis, the true current
Itrue for the two substates could only be reconstructed at +80 mV. Surprisingly, it was
virtually identical for both the 37%-sublevel (7,79 pA) and the 55%-sublevel (7,8 pA).
This suggests that possibly both substates are due to a fast block of one common
conductance level; the recorded substate levels do not represent two distinct
subconductance levels. The different apparent amplitudes of the currents arise from
different rate constants, i.e. from different frequencies of fast gating. The dashed line
for Itrue is an estimation assuming that the behavior of the subconductances compared
to the maximum conductance in T63S-Kcv is the same as in wt-Kcv. For the latter the
relation was already well described by equation 2.1, which results from the depletiontheory [11].
Equation 2.1:

Itrue = Iapp * (1.2+0.09 exp (x V / 34mV))
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Figure 2.12 depicts this principle schematically. The same true current Itrue leads to
two different apparent currents Iapp1 and Iapp2 depending on the frequency of fast
gating.

Figure 2.12 Schematic illustration of the relation between dwell times of the open state and
the size of the apparent current amplitudes. Because of limitations of the measuring system
an increase of the current signal is recorded with a delay. If this delay is slow relative to the
dwell time of the open state, the full current amplitude is not detected, because the
subsequent closing inverses the signal.

The data reveal that the reconstructed true current is larger than the measured
current; however, Itrue does still not reach the maximal channel amplitude. The data
further show that in contrast to Iapp the curve of Itrue does not show a negative slope,
but a moderate saturation, similar to the reconstruction of the true maximal current of
Kcv-wildtype in Abenavoli et al. (2009). This suggests that also in the case of T63SKcv-substates the negative slope of Iapp is evoked by fast gating. The rate constants
are in a range of 10 to 40 kHz and hence too fast compared to the filter frequency of 1
kHz. For that reason Iapp is an average over closed and open times at the input of the
amplifier.
Altogether, the analysis of beta distributions supports the view that modulation of fast
gating provides a suitable explanation for the occurrence of numerous substates. This
could be shown for two of the many substates. Unfortunately, the same analysis
could not be conducted for the remaining substates because their open dwell times
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were too short. Nonetheless, it is reasonable to assume that also other substates are
the result of fast gating events and hence caused by a kinetic effect. However, the
calculated value for Itrue did not correspond to the maximal open state. This implies
that probably also a “real” reduction of the single channel current contributes to the
occurrence of substates.

Differences in Ba2+ sensitivity
To test the three proteins for their sensitivity against Ba2+, the blocker was added at a
final concentration of 5 mM in both chambers. Soon after addition, currents of wt-Kcv
and S62T/T63S-Kcv were blocked, whereas those evoked by T63S-Kcv seemed to
be unaffected. Figure 2.13 shows a typical time series of currents from each protein in
absence and presence of Ba2+.
The block of wt-Kcv and S62T/T63S-Kcv turns out to be an extreme reduction of the
open probability. A more detailed view of currents shows that the unitary channel
amplitudes are more or less not affected by the blocker. However channel openings
occur in the presence of Ba2+ as very short spikes implying that Ba2+ generates a
strong decreased mean open dwell time. A similar effect of Ba2+ on the wt-Kcv
channel was reported previously [5]. Figure 2.14 shows the Ba2+ block of wt-Kcv more
detailed. A closer scrutiny of one of the spikes, recorded in the presence of Ba2+,
reveals that these events are still channel-like fluctuations with a full opening of the
channel.
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Figure 2.13 Time series of wt-Kcv, T63S-Kcv and S62T/T63S-Kcv before and directly after
adding 5 mM BaCl2 to the cis and trans buffer. Wt-Kcv and S62T/T63S-Kcv are blocked
nearly completely; the open dwell times are dramatically decreased. In contrast the single
channel signal of T63S-Kcv exhibits no appreciable change in presence of Ba2+.
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Figure 2.14 A Detailed view on time series of T63S-Kcv before and after adding 5 mM BaCl
to cis- and trans-buffer. An enlargement of the marked sector in the lower row reveals that the
little spikes actually are short discrete openings.

Properties of Ba2+ block
In order to further study the properties of the Ba2+ block, we tested whether it is
reversible. Therefore, Ba2+ was first added in order to block the channel and
subsequently precipitated by adding 10 mM NaSO4 to both chambers. Figure 2.15
depicts an exemplary time series of wt-Kcv at -60 mV in absence (*), presence of 5
mM BaCl (**) and after further addition of NaSO4 (***).
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Figure 2.15 Reversibility of the Ba2+ block: upper row displays signal of T63S-Kcv at -60 mV
before block. In the middle row the arrow on the left side indicates the point at which BaCl2
was added at 5mM to the cis- and trans-chamber; the channel is immediately blocked. In the
lower row the arrow marks the addition of Na2SO4 at -60 mV to both chambers. Due to
precipitation of Ba2+ the block is subsequently abolished.
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Due to the precipitation of Ba2+, the initial open probability is recovered suggesting
that the Ba2+ block is completely reversible. The same effect can be observed for all
potentials (data not shown).
Although Ba2+ appears to have no appreciable influence on T63S-Kcv, nonetheless,
in one single measurement a short transient block was observed. Figure 2.16 depicts
the respective time series.

Figure 2.16 Time series of T63S-Kcv at -80 mV. Although the channel usually shows no
effect upon the adding of BaCl, in one measurement the presence ob Ba2+ led to an extreme
increase of noise, respectively flickering and a 40 sec long transient block. After that period
the block disappeared again.
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Immediately after adding BaCl to the cis- and trans-chambers the open channel noise
increased (*) followed by a sudden block (**), which stayed for 40 sec before
disappearing again (***). This observation reveals that also T63S-Kcv can in principle
be blocked by Ba2+. This block may not be stable because of the dramatically
increased Kd value. An alternative explanation for this observation is that Kcv has two
different open states and only one of them, the most frequently occurring state, is not
Ba2+-sensitive. This interpretation is also in line with the recent data obtained from
whole cell recordings of T63S-Kcv in oocytes, which show that addition of Ba2+ leads
to a modest inhibition in the mutant [4].

Influence of Ba2+ on open probabilities
In order to quantify functional differences between wt-Kcv, T63S-Kcv and S62T/T63SKcv, furthermore, the open probabilities in absence and presence of Ba2+ were
analyzed. Therefore, histograms of amplitudes for each time series were created and
fitted with multiple Gauss-functions. Afterwards, the open probabilities were
expressed as ratios of the corresponding integrals. Due to the high number of
substates in the case of T63S-Kcv, it was not possible to calculate open probabilities
for each single conductance level. Hence, just the overall-open probability (po*) and
the probability to achieve the maximum conductance level (poM) were discriminated.
For wt-Kcv and S62T/T63S-Kcv these two different open probabilities are nearly the
same, because when these channels open, they usually adopt the maximum open
state; substates only rarely occur. Figure 2.17 shows open probabilities of the
maximal open state as a function of voltage for wt-Kcv, T63S-Kcv and S62T/T63SKcv in absence and presence of Ba2+.
Before adding BaCl2, the overall open probability (po*) for T63S-Kcv is at + 80mV
about 15-fold higher than the open probability for wt-Kcv and S62T/T63S-Kcv.
Interesting to note is that the open probability of S62T has the same voltage
dependency as the wt and the double mutant.
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Figure 2.17 Open probabilities as functions of voltage for wt-Kcv, T63S-Kcv and S62T/T63SKcv before A and after B adding BaCl. Grey circles mark wt-Kcv, black circles indicate
S62T/T63S-Kcv and white circles represents the probability for the maximal conductance of
T63S-Kcv; the white squares mark the probability for the overall conductance of T63S-Kcv.
This overall conductance includes the occurrence of all states apart from the closed state.
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While the overall open probability of T63S-Kcv is higher compared to the two other
channels, the open probability for the maximal conductance level of T63S-Kcv is
dramatically lower than those from wt-Kcv and S62T/T63S-Kcv. Because of the rare
appearance and the very short dwell times of the maximum open state of T63S-Kcv, it
was not possible to achieve a statistically robust value; but it is clear that the value is
at least a factor of 50 smaller than the corresponding values of the two other proteins.
In presence of Ba2+, the open probabilities of wt-Kcv and S62T/T63S-Kcv also fall
below this detection limit, e.g. they are much smaller than 0.01; the analysis does not
allow to discriminate between wt-Kcv and S62T/T63S-Kcv. The overall-open
probability P* of T63S-Kcv seems to be unaffected by Ba2+.
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Discussion
Electrophysiological recordings in Xenopus oocytes which express the wildtype of the
potassium-selective Kcv-channel show that this channel is almost completely blocked
in the presence of (>5 mM) Ba2+ or (>5 mM) amantadine [1]. By employing a yeast
complementation assay mutants of Kcv, which were generated by randomized
mutagenesis, were screened for Ba2+- and amantadine-insensitive variants. A PCRbackcrossing procedure finally revealed the amino acid at position 63, which in wtKcv is a threonine, to play a crucial role for the sensitivity against the cationic blockers
Ba2+ and amantadine [4]. In a further step, voltage clamp experiments with mutanttransfected Xenopus oocytes were carried out. Titration with Ba2+ revealed that an
exchange of threonine at position 63 against serine leads to a 100-fold increase of the
Kd value; and hence to an extreme reduction of the Ba2+ sensitivity.
Based on the deduced structural homology-model, it can be assumed that the amino
acid at position 63 is involved in the coordination of both K+ and Ba2+ within the
selectivity filter [2]. Thus, also on the structural level it seems plausible that a mutation
of this amino acid can affect the block by Ba2+. The present experiments in which the
mutant channel was reconstituted in planar lipid bilayer confirm this assumption. The
analysis of channel fluctuations generated by the wt-Kcv protein show that Ba2+
blocks the K+ channel. This block is mainly due to a decrease in the open probability
because of a reduction of the open time; the number of opening- and closing events
however is hardly influenced. In contrast, T63S-Kcv does not show an appreciable
sensitivity against Ba2+. The reduction of the open probability in the presence of Ba2+
is too small to discriminate it from the open probability in the absence of Ba2+. The
fact that Ba2+ exhibits no detectable effect on the activity of T63S-Kcv may indicate
that the affinity to Ba2+ is even smaller in the bilayer system than in oocytes.
Alternatively, it is also possible that small changes in the open probability after
addition of Ba2+ are not detectable on a background of the statistic variability of the
open probability in the absence of Ba2+. At least in one experiment we were able to
detect also with the mutant-channel a transient decrease in open probability. This
means that the channel is, as expected from the expression studies in oocytes, still
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sensitive to Ba2+. In this context it might be possible that the mutant has different
modes, which alternate between low and high Ba2+ sensitivity. The remaining
sensitivity of the mutant in oocytes could be due to the statistically rare occurring
mode of a higher Ba2+ sensitivity.
Although the present study gives clues about the site of block in the protein and some
functional details of the Ba2+ block, it remains nonetheless surprising that the subtle
change T->S displays such a strong impact on the channel function. Altogether, the
selectivity filter of Kcv possesses 4 coordination sites. In this context threonine 63 is
the only amino acid which is involved in coordination but which does not contribute to
the coordination by ionic interactions between its backbone and the cation but
between the side chain oxygen and the cation. However, this side chain oxygen is not
affected by a mutation from threonine to serine. Hence we must assume that the
altered Ba2+ sensitivity in the mutant is due to a steric modulation of this site.
An important result of the present experiments is that the T63S mutant is not only
insensitive to Ba2+ but also generally fluctuates mostly between a closed and many
different apparent substates. Altogether, the modified Ba2+ sensitivity and the
difference in unitary channel fluctuations between wildtype-Kcv and T63S-Kcv find a
coherent explanation in a simple drug-receptor-model [22]. In this model both, K+ and
Ba2+ represent the “drug” and the coordination site in the filter is the receptor. This is
a valid assumption because both ions can be detected in the selectivity of the KcsA
crystal. Ba2+ can be found in the 4th site, i.e. the site at the border to the cavity [2].
The data imply that the mutation reduces the affinity between both K+ and Ba2+ and
the coordinating amino acids. As a result the residence time, respectively the dwell
time of a K+/ Ba2+ cations is independent of its concentration and only determined by
the dissociation rate constant of K+/ Ba2+ from the coordination site. The higher the
dissociation rate constant is the smaller is the affinity and the dwell time of the
cations. According to the model, the probability that a cation occupies the
coordination site increases with its concentration and correlates with the associationrate-constant. The higher the Ba2+ concentration is the more closures take place.
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This model is fully compatible with the present data. The long closures of wt-Kcv in
presence of Ba2+ can be explained by a long dwell time of the cation in the
coordination site; this corresponds to a high affinity of the site for Ba2+. As a result of a
decreased affinity in case of T63S-Kcv the duration of the closures decrease and the
resulting current appears to be blocked less. In T63S-Kcv the affinity to Ba2+ becomes
so low that the channel does not exhibit any more closures.
According to this model, also K+ is binding to the same site; because of its high
affinity we can assume that also K+ results in short closures of the wt-channel. This
assumption is reasonable assuming the evidence that the selectivity filter of K+
channels, including that of Kcv, is contributing to gating [6], [23]. The mutation not
only lowers the affinity of site 4 to Ba2+ but also to K+. The shift from a high affinity to a
low affinity binding has implications on the gating [22]. In this case, the channel
conductance is expected to flicker as K+ rapidly blocks and unblocks the channel. If
this reduction of the affinity is very strong, the channel is expected to reveal only fast
flickering activity. If this flickering is faster than the recording system, the closures and
the openings can no longer be fully resolved [6]. As a consequence, channel
fluctuations could appear as apparent substates. The predictions of this model are
well supported by the present data. T63S-Kcv can open to the full unitary
conductance level but exhibits mostly openings to various substates. An analysis of
two of these substates implies that the reduced amplitude is not a canonical substate
but due to a fast flickering block. This strongly supports a model according to which
the mutation T63S alters the interaction between K+ and the coordination site
between a high affine to a low affine interaction. The different levels of substates may
therefore reflect multiple binding affinities, which can occur between the respective
site and Ba2+. The latter analysis is not able to reconstitute the full opening from all
the substate conductances. Hence, we can not exclude that some of the
subconductances are indeed canonical substates. However, it is also possible that
the low signal to noise ratio in the bilayer recordings is not sufficient for a full
reconstitution of all the substates.
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The existence of such a fast kinetic and its effect on single channel-signals in fact is
plausible: In a previous study on Ca2+-activated K+ channels from vascular smooth
muscle cells it was shown, that at least some kind of substates can be considered as
recording artefact evoked by fast gating [21]. Further on, a recent study gave
evidence that this fast gating or also termed “flickering” basically also exists in wt-Kcv;
the negative slope conductance at extreme positive potentials could be explained as
an artificial reduction of the “true” full-open current [6].
The aforementioned model implies that the wildtype-channel has in the selectivity
filter a higher affinity to K+ and Ba2+ than T63S-Kcv. This prediction of the model is
also supported by the data. Western blots with the protein from the wt and the mutant
channel revealed that the channel runs in an SDS gel as a tetramer. Previous data
showed that the stability of the tetramer is maintained by the cations, which enter the
channel pore [5]. The same analysis revealed that also Ba2+ is able to stabilize the
tetramer meaning that Ba2+ and K+ are able to enter the selectivity filter.
Corresponding experiments with the mutant revealed that higher concentrations of K+
or Ba2+ are required to stabilize the T63S-mutant tetramer [5]. The results of these
experiments are consistent with the idea that the mutation has lowered the affinity of
interaction of the selectivity filter for Ba2+ and K+.
The only difference between wt-Kcv and T63S-Kcv is the additional methyl group at
the C2 of threonine which is missing in serine. Because this subtle deviation is not
implying any obvious difference for ionic interactions, we must assume that more
diffuse interactions play a role in defining the different affinities between K+/ Ba2+ and
the coordinating amino acids. This hypothesis is also supported by two other
observations. First, also the wt channel rarely reveals substates. If we are assuming
that also these subconductance levels are due to a fast gating, we can speculate that
the general mechanism of this kind of block is already present in the wt channel and
only augmented by subtle changes in the mutation. Furthermore data from this and
other studies show that the effect of T63S-Kcv is compensated by a double mutant
S62T/T63S-Kcv [4]. Wt-Kcv has a serine at position 62 which is also part of the
conserved filter-region. However, compared with most other K+ channels this is
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untypical. The insertion of threonine instead of serine at this position makes this
domain more similar to the common filter-sequence of all K+ channels. Recent
voltage-clamp measurements of Kcv channels in oocytes showed that the double
mutant severely lowers the effect of the mutation at position 63; while the single
mutant T63S-Kcv exhibits a 100-fold increase of the Kd-value for Ba2+, the double
mutant S62T/T63S-Kcv shows only a 12-fold increase compared to the wildtype.
Although the single channel-data from planar lipid bilayers experiments qualitatively
reflect the different Ba2+ sensitivity of the two mutants, they do not show appreciable
differences between the double mutant and the wildtype. In the presence of 5 mM
Ba2+, the open probability of the wildtype is considerably lower than 0,01 and can not
be determined very accurately by the applied method. Probably a 12-fold shift of the
Kd value, which would correspond to the expected value of the double mutant
S62T/T63S-Kcv is too small to detect.
In the light of the aforementioned considerations, multiple kinds of chemical and
structural interactions could be responsible for the strong effect of T63S-Kcv. One
possibility could be an unspecific steric effect, which contributes to an altered
orientation of the amino acid. This in turn could influence binding distances between
the amino acid and K+/ Ba2+. Furthermore, the function of the amino acid could
depend on a conformational stabilisation by the helical-structured TM2 domain of the
channel which serves as backbone. Although such a stabilisation might also be
disturbed by steric differences of the residues, in this context probably hydrogen
bonds seem to play a more important role. Threonine 63 which occurs in wt-Kcv
channel possesses an additional methyl group compared to serine. This methyl group
can in principle form three hydrogen bonds with its environment. The necessity of
such a stabilisation is not unrealistic, because in contrast to the transmembrane
domains TM1 and TM2, the selectivity filter does not form a stable helical structure.
The lack of stacking and hydrophobic effects does not prevent the torsion and flipping
of the participated amino acids; however, a stable configuration of these amino acids
is supposed to be a basic feature for their function as coordination sites and hence for
the selectivity of the filter. A recent study addressed the question whether the
selectivity filter itself could furthermore serve as an inner gate at the occupancy of
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distinct stable conformational states (one open and one nonconducting state) of the
selectivity filter [24]. Therefore, free energy molecular dynamics simulations of the
bacterial K+ channel KcsA were employed which are based on data of the according
crystal structure. The transition between these conformational states is affected by a
modest rearrangement involving two amide planes (Val76-Gly77 and Thr75-Val76) of
one of the four subunits. The states are assumed to be strongly stabilized by
hydrogen bonds between the involved amino acids of the selectivity filter and the
helical TM2 domain.
Generally, the occurrence and the probability of a closed and multiple discrete open
states can be reflected by a corresponding diagram which plots the free energy as a
function of a conformational change. Such a conformational change can be
considered as transition between discrete structures of the channel which causes
different conductivities. Figure 2.18 compares diagrammatically the possible energy
landscapes of wt-Kcv and T63S-Kcv as they would reflect the single channel signals;
this includes also the relative probability of their occurrence. The minima of the curve
represent more stable/ preferred conformations and the maxima unstable/
unfavorable conformations. The unstable/ unfavorable conformations form energetic
barriers for transitions between the stable/ preferred conformations which represents
the open and closed states. Figure 2.18A sketches the function as it might look like in
the case of wt-Kcv. Two absolute free energy minima mark the closed (c) and the
maximal open state (omax) state; concurrently the minimal free energy implies a high
probability for their occurrence. The dashed line describes a maximum between c and
omax which marks an unstable state and has to be overcome during the transition from
the closed to the maximal open state. However, a closer scrutiny uncovers local
minima which lie in between these states and represents substates (oss) of the
channel. Because the free energy nonetheless, is relatively high, they rarely occur.
On the left and right edge the curve increases exponentially; these regions reflect
conformational states which are more or less “impossible”.
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A
wt-Kcv

B
T63S-Kcv

Figure 2.18 Schematic representations of energy-landscapes of A wt-Kcv and B T63S-Kcv
(free energy of the channel are plotted as a function of conformational change). Minima
represent stable states of the channels: closed (c), substates (oss) and full open state (omax).
Transitions between these states are accompanied by conformational changes of the
channels; therefore local maxima have to be overcome. The free energy of each state is
correlated with the relative occurrence of the according state.
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Figure 2.18B sketches the according function of free energy as it could look like in
case of T63S-Kcv. The energy landscape shows a different picture. Although, the
position of the local minima concerning the x-coordinate is very similar compared to
wt-Kcv the position along the y-coordinate and hence, the absolute free energy is
shifted considerably. The values for all substates are considerably decreased. The
free energy of the smallest substate is even lower than the free energy of the closed
and the maximal open state; hence, it consequently represents the most occurring
state. Furthermore, also in these free energy-diagrams it is obvious that the overallopen probability of the T63S-mutant is increased compared to wt-Kcv.
The data of the present study give evidence that the selectivity filter of Kcv works as
gate. Different substates of the channel are characterized by a modulated affinity
between certain amino acids within the selectivity filter and the conducted cations. As
a result the change of affinity is mediated by very subtle alterations in the channelstructure. In contrary to general expectations the highly conservative exchange of the
amino acid threonine 63 against serine displays a strong impact on the channel
function. This demonstrates that even very small differences can influence
considerably the affinity between channel and ion if they take place at a delicate
position within the filter region. There they interrupt weak bonding forces, which are
structurally and functionally important.
The present model in which the filter really fulfills the role of a gate is not unrealistic. A
recent study pursued a theoretical approach and used Monte Carlo simulations in
order to describe the coupling between gating and permeation [25]. Based on the
structure of the KcsA K+ channel the occurrence of substates in single channel
signals could be well explained by a stochastically alternation between two
conformations of the channel. These two conformations differ from each other just in
their affinity between the selectivity filter and the conducted cations (K+ and Na+). The
high affinity-conformation which corresponds to the closed state is coupled with high
selectivity for K+; the dissociation of K+ is slow. The low affinity conformation which
corresponds to the open state is coupled with low selectivity for K+; the dissociation of
K+ is fast and there is no strong interaction between the filter and the cations. The
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present single channel measurements in the planar lipid bilayer, especially
experiments with the channel blocker Ba2+ are fully compatible with this model.
Furthermore, the coupling between the selectivity filter and gating was recently also
shown experimentally [23]. Therefore purified channel proteins (of KcsA wildtype and
KcsA mutants) were reconstituted in proteoliposomes and studied using a patch
clamp setup. Mutations in the filter domain of KcsA, which affect the functional
important interaction between glutamine 71 and asparagines 80, are associated with
a considerably changed C-type inactivation of the channel and hence with an
alternated kinetic. Single channel signals of KcsA wildtype and the KcsA mutants
differ concerning the rate of their inactivation and their dwell times.
Both, the theoretical predictions from the Monte Carlo simulations and the patchclamp-experiments with wt-KcsA/ KcsA mutants coincide with the data from the
present study of wt-Kcv/ Kcv mutants concerning the role of selectivity filters for
channel-gating. This strongly argues for a general functional principle which is
inherent to all K+ channels.
Altogether, the instant study demonstrates that Kcv is generally a suitable modelsystem for the investigation of ion-permeation and gating of channels.
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Chapter 3: PB1-F2
The proapoptotic Influenza A virus protein PB1-F2 forms a nonselective ion
channel

Abstract
PB1-F2 is a proapoptotic influenza A virus protein of approximately 90 amino acids in
length which is located in the nucleus, cytosol and in the mitochondria membrane of
infected cells. Previous studies indicated that the molecule destabilizes planar lipid
bilayers and has a strong inherent tendency for multimerization. This may be
correlated with its capacity to induce mitochondrial membrane depolarization.
Here, we investigated whether PB1-F2 is able to form ion channels within planar lipid
bilayers and microsomes. For that purpose, a set of biologically active synthetic
versions

of

PB1-F2

(sPB1-F2)

derived

from

the

IAV

isolates

A/Puerto

Rico/8/34(H1N1) (IAVPR8), from A/Brevig Mission/1/1918(H1N1) (IAVSF2) or the H5N1
consensus sequence (IAVBF2) were used. Electrical and fluorometric measurements
show that all three peptides generate in planar lipid bilayers or in liposomes
respectively a barely selective conductance which is associated with stochastic
channel type fluctuations between a closed state and at least two defined open
states. Unitary channel fluctuations were also generated when a truncated protein
comprising only the 37 C-terminal amino acids of sPB1-F2 was reconstituted in
bilayers. Experiments were complemented by extensive molecular dynamics
simulations of the truncated fragment in a lipid bilayer. The results indicate that the Cterminal region exhibits a slightly bent helical fold, which is stable and remains
embedded in the bilayer for over 180 ns.
The data support the idea that PB1-F2 is able to form protein channel pores with no
appreciable selectivity in membranes and that the C-terminus is important for this
function. This information could be important for drug development.
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Introduction
Influenza A Virus (IAV) is a permanent threat to humans and animals with the
potential to cause disastrous pandemics which appeared periodically in the last
century causing millions of fatal causalities [1], [2]. Aquatic birds are the primary
reservoir of the virus. Some avian strains are able to infect other mammals or humans
directly or after genetic reassortment caused by a process termed antigenic shift [3].
A major role is attributed to pigs which serve as “mixing vessel” that create avianhuman reassortant strains, of pandemic potential. The recent flu pandemic caused by
a influenza A virus strain of swine origin is of high interest to study the dynamics of
virulence and viral spread. Though, much effort was made to unravel the precise
mechanisms of IAV mediated pathogenicity in different host organisms leaving many
questions to understand this complex process. Only a few years ago an 11th IAV gene
product was discovered. The new protein, named PB1-F2 originates from an
alternative open reading frame in the PB1 polymerase gene and it is present in most
human and bird flu isolates [4], [5].
Recent work has established that PB1-F2 is an important pathogenicity factor, since it
has the potential to augment the generation of fatal secondary bacterial pneumonia
as it was demonstrated after the expression of the 1918 IAV PB1-F2 protein in
infected mice [6]. Furthermore, a single amino acid exchange from Asn-66 to Ser-66
converted an H5N1 strain of moderate pathogenicity into a highly pathogenic virus.
This mutation was also found in the PB1-F2 protein of the 1918 pandemic virus
isolate [7]. Interestingly, H1N1 isolates of swine origin do not express functional PB1F2, which might be a reason for the so far reported moderate pathogenicity of the
new subtype variant [8].
The complete mode of action of PB1-F2 however is not yet fully understood. The
protein exhibits a C-terminal mitochondrial targeting sequence (MTS) and is
predominantly localized in the inner and outer mitochondrial membrane of IAVinfected or PB1-F2-transfected cells [9].
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PB1-F2 is thought to initiate the intrinsic mitochondrial apoptosis pathway,
presumably by depolarizing the mitochondrial membrane potential followed by
subsequent Cytochrome c release [10], [11]. The mechanism by which PB1-F2
causes depolarization of the mitochondrial membrane potential is not yet resolved.
This may be achieved either by an activity modulation of mitochondrial transport
proteins, such as ANT3 and VDAC1 [10] and/ or by a direct interaction and
consequent short circuit of the mitochondrial membrane with the viral protein [12].
Structural considerations [13] and functional assays [12], [14] suggest that the
biological function of PB1-F2 indeed is related to its direct interaction with
membranes. The NMR structure of the sPB1-F2 peptide derived from IAVPR8 reveals
a strong tendency of the protein to undergo oligomerization mediated by two distinct
domains in the N- and C-termini, respectively [13]. Comparative analysis of the
peptide in aqueous versus lipid environment showed that the structure of PB1-F2 is
strongly determined by the surrounding solvent [13], [14]. In an aqueous environment
sPB1-F2 is mostly present as a random coil peptide. In a lipid-like environment the
protein alters its structure revealing either a β-sheet or an α-helix rich structure. The
NMR structure of the latter configuration reveals an α-helix at the C-terminal region
between amino acid residues Ile55-Lys85. The length of this α-helix is sufficient for
spanning a membrane. Although present in different cellular sites, its potential for
forming an ion channel has not been investigated thoroughly yet.
Previous electrophysiological characterizations of sPB1-F2 derived from the isolate
IAVPR8 revealed that the protein can form membrane pores in planar lipid bilayers
resulting in a rapid elevation of a membrane conductance with a low ion selectivity
[12]. Analysis of the currents elicited by sPB1-F2 exhibited only random fluctuations
between multiple undefined conductance levels. Current fluctuations between a
defined closed and open state, which are typical for the activity of channel forming
proteins, were not observed. The absence of the latter type of channel like
fluctuations fostered the speculation that the protein augments membrane
conductance not by protein pores but partially by lipidic pores [12]. In the present
study we further tested synthetic versions of PB1-F2 proteins derived from: i) the
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A/Puerto Rico/8/34 (H1N1) (IAVPR8) strain, ii) the spanish flu isolate A/Brevig
Mission/1/1918 (H1N1) (IAVSF2) and iii) the consensus sequence of PB1-F2 derived
from 13 different bird flu virus strains (H5N1) (IAVBF2) in planar lipid bilayers.
Reconstitution of all three PB1-F2 molecules resulted in an elevation of membrane
conductance. Close examination of the PB1-F2 evoked currents revealed in all cases
typical channel like fluctuation between two dominant conductance levels. The results
of these experiments underscore that PB1-F2 from distinct isolates has the ability to
form nonselective protein mediated channel pores in planar lipid membranes. Since a
prerequisite for forming a well-defined pore is a stable protein fold in a lipid
environment in contrast to an unspecific PB1-F2-induced membrane perturbation, we
tested this hypothesis by extensive molecular dynamics (MD) simulations. To this
end, the NMR structure of the truncated C-terminal fragment (PDB code 2HN8, [13])
was inserted into a POPC bilayer, solvated by 150 mM KCl aqueous solution, and
observed and analyzed over 180 ns. The fact that the protein remained stable in a
transmembrane orientation supports the hypothesis that PB1-F2 is able to generate
canonical channel activity.
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Material and Methods

Reconstitution & Electrophysiology
Experiments with planar lipid bilayers were performed as described by Schrempf et
al. [29] by the Montal Müller technique [30] with a 0.4 mg/ml solution of αphosphatidylcholine (type IV-S >= 30 % TLC; Sigma-Aldrich (Steinheim, Germany)) in
n-decane (Carl Roth, Karlsruhe, Germany). sPB1-F2 was synthesized as described
elsewhere [15, 31]. The measurements were done in buffer containing 500 mM KCl,
10 mM Mops/Tris pH 7. The Ag/AgCl electrode of in the trans compartment was
directly connected to the head stage of a current amplifier (EPC 7, List, Darmstadt,
Germany); the electrode in the cis-compartment was connected to the ground. At
positive potentials the electrode in the trans-compartment was positive and the
electrode in the cis-compartment negative. In order to prevent surface-potentialeffects both electrodes were connected with the bath solution via an agar bridge (2%
agarose in 2 M KCl). Currents were recorded and stored by an analog/digitalconverter (LIH 1600, HEKA electronics, Germany) at 4 KHz after low pass filtering at
1 kHz. Data analysis were performed by Patchmaster-Software (HEKA electronics)
and Igor Pro (WaveMetrics, Oregon, USA). Before adding the protein to the trans
chamber the bilayer conductance was recorded for some time in order to exclude
artefacts from contaminations. Only perfectly silent bilayers were used for
reconstitution of PB1-F2 proteins.

Preparation of liposomes for the fluorescence assay
Lipid mixtures (100 mg / ml, S IV lipid, Sigma) were dried from CHCl3-methanol (1/1)
solution under vacuum. Dried lipids were re-suspended in buffer (100 mM KCl, 10
mM Mops, titrated with Tris to pH 7.0) by vortexing; after addition of 20 µM
fluorescence dye (Fluo-3, Invitrogen) liposomes were exposed to three freeze-thaw
cycles. During thawing periods the liposomes were kept in an ultrasonic bath for 5
minutes. This procedure resulted in the loading of liposomes with dye. Finally the dye
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was removed from the external buffer by precipitation; 1ml of the dispersion was
therefore washed on sephadex® -columns (Sigma Aldrich, Steinheim, Germany). The
liposomes were subsequently eluted from the column by Na+ buffer (100 mM NaCl,
10 mM Mops/Tris pH 7.0). Immediately before an experiment, the eluate was further
diluted 1/4 with the Na+ buffer. The fluorescence signals (Figure 3.7 A,B) were
measured with a fluorescence microplate-reader (NanoScan LF400, IOM, Berlin,
Germany) or a fluorescence spectrophotometer (F-7000, HITACHI, Japan) (Figure
7C). In the microplate-experiments Fluo3 was excited at 488 nm and lucigenin at 456
nm. In both cases the emitted light passed through a 505 nm dichroic and a 520/10
band path filter. Fluo3 fluorescence measured in the fluorescence spectrophotometer
was excited at 506+ 5 nm and at an emission wavelength of 526+ 5 nm.

MD simulation
The system was constructed using VMD [32] and described by with the CHARMM22
potential function for proteins [33], CHARMM27 for phospholipids [34], the TIP3P
water model [35], and ion parameters developed by Roux [36]. All titratable residues
were kept at their standard protonation states. The simulation has been performed
with a modified version of the program NAMD 2.6 [37]. Starting with the experimental
NMR structure [13], the protein was inserted into a pre-equilibrated POPC membrane
by removing overlapping lipid molecules, leading to 26 and 28 POPC molecules in
each layer. The system was solvated by ca. 150 mM aqueous KCl solution (15 K+ and
6 Cl- ions per 4050 water molecules), the positive net charge of the protein was
therefore balanced by counterions. The total system contained 19641 atoms. The
simulation time step was 2 fs, electrostatics were treated by the particle mesh Ewald
method [38] on a 64x64x128 grid. Nonbonded real-space interactions were smoothly
switched off over a range of 10-12 Å. Bond distances to hydrogen atoms were kept
fixed. Production simulations were performed in the isothermal-isobaric (NpT)
ensemble using the Langevin piston algorithm at 1 atm [39], [40] with an oscillation
period of 800 fs and damping constant of 400 fs, and the Langevin thermostat with a
coupling constant of 5 ps-1. After minimization over 10000 steps we successively
turned on the barostat and the thermostat over 0.182 ns, followed by 5 ns NpT
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simulation with fixed protein backbone and 10 ns NpT simulation with c.o.m.
constraint applied to the protein. Data for the fully free system were collected over
180 ns. The helicity of the protein backbone was analyzed with the STRIDE algorithm
[41].
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Results

Electrophysiology and single channel analysis
In order to examine the mechanism by which PB1-F2 augments membrane
conductance we reconstituted the synthetic protein derived from influenza A virus
strain A/Puerto Rico/8/34(H1N1) (sPB1-F2pr8) in planar lipid bilayers. The amino acid
sequence of the protein is shown in Figure 3.1.

Figure 3.1 Alignment of predicted amino acid sequences of PB1-F2 proteins. The proteins
from A/Puerto Rico/8/34 (H1N1) strain (PB1-F2pr8), the Spanish flu isolate (PB1-F2sf) and the
bird flu virus (H5N1) (PB1-F2bf) have an overall identity (*) of ca 60%. The domains, which are
predicted by structural prediction algorithms to have a high propensity for α-helixes are
marked in gray. The truncated peptide sPB1-F2pr850-87 is underlined.

After adding the protein at a final concentration of 1 µM into the bath solution (500
mM KCl, 10 mM Mops/Tris, pH 7.0) the membrane conductance increased. Figure
3.2A shows exemplary currents across the bilayer in response to a voltage step from
0 mV to +80 mV before and after addition of the protein to the bath solution. In the
case illustrated the viral protein evoked large current fluctuations with unresolved
conductance levels; this observation is similar to that reported previously [12]. A close
scrutiny of currents recorded in the presence of the sPB1-F2pr8 protein however
shows among many unresolved fast fluctuations also typical unitary channel
opening/closing events (magnification in Figure 3.2A).
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Figure 3.2 sPB1-F2 evoked membrane conductance. A Addition of sPB1-F2PR8 protein at 1
µM to the trans-side of a planar lipid bilayer results in current fluctuations. In the present case
only occasionally clear channel like fluctuations (see expanded trace) are resolvable on the
background of many unresolved fluctuations. B In a majority of experiments the conductance
fluctuates in a channel like manner between a closed (c) and two defined conductance levels
o1 and o2. Transitions between the two conductance levels (*) are expanded in the left inset.
The channel like fluctuations are occasionally interrupted by burst like events (**), which
reveal also at higher magnification (inset on the right) no resolvable conductance levels.

In the majority of experiments we observed an overall low electrical activity after
addition of sPB1-F2pr8 at 1 µM. Figure 3.2B shows an exemplary recording with
currents across a bilayer held at +80 mV; in this case the current frequently fluctuates
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in an ion channel like manner between a closed state (c) and two defined
conductance levels (o1 and o2); channel like activity is only occasionally interrupted by
a burst of activity with no resolvable conductance levels. During the 12 min long
recording the dwell time of burst like behavior was less than 10 % of the dwell time of
channel type fluctuations. Worth noting is that the amplitude of the channel like
fluctuations observed in this experiment (c -> o2) is the same as that seen in
recordings with high electric activity (e.g. magnification in Figure 3.2A).
Channel like fluctuations were observed in experiments with a protein concentration
>20 nM. Independent on the concentration the two unitary conductance levels
described in Figure 3.2 prevail along with some other more rare occurring
conductance levels at all voltages. Figure 3.3A illustrates exemplary traces of unitary
channel activity from an experiment with symmetrical 500 mM KCl. The two
conductance levels are frequently achieved directly from the closed state. However
the fluctuations illustrated in Figure 3.3B show that the channel can also reach the
closed state from the high conductance level o2 via an intermediate halt at the small
conductance level o1 (B); also partial closures in which the current decreases in step
like fashion from o2 can be observed (C). From these data we can conclude that the
different conductance levels are causally related; they must be produced by the same
protein or protein complex.
A plot of the two prevailing unitary current amplitudes from the closed level to o1 and
to o2 as a function of voltages gives a linear current/voltage (I/V) relation for both
levels of conductance in symmetrical 500 mM KCl (Figure 3.3D). The conductance of
the large and the small unitary opening are 250 pS and 100 pS respectively. The
same results were confirmed in 4 other reconstitution experiments using protein from
two different preparations.
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Figure 3.3 Unitary channel fluctuations and current voltage relation of sPB1-F2pr8 generated
conductance in planar lipid bilayer. Current fluctuates between a closed (c) and two (o1, o2)
conductance levels A. Channel fluctuations recorded in symmetric 500 mM KCl in trans and
cis chamber. B Example of channel opening in one step between closed (c) and maximal
conductance (o2) and closing with an intermediate rest at low conductance level (*). C
Example of intermediate closures from maximal conductance (o2) to subconductance levels,
which are indicated by symbols (l ,t). D I/V relation of the small (o1) and large current
fluctuation (o2). Experiments performed in symmetrical 500 mM KCl. The I/V relations in D
were obtained from measurements of channel conductance evoked by peptide from sPB1F2pr8, sPB1-F2sf and sPB1-F2bf. E examples of channel type current fluctuations between ->
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the closed (c) and two conductance levels (o1, o2) evoked by sPB1-F2 peptide from influenza
Puerto Rico strain (sPB1-F2pr8), Spanish flu strain (sPB1-F2sf) and bird flu strain (sPB1-F2bf).
Measurements in A-C were done in symmetric 500 mM KCl in trans and cis chamber at a
voltage of +80 mV; all peptides were added to the buffer at final concentration of 1 µM.

To test whether the channel forming activity is unique to sPB1-F2pr8 the same
experiments were repeated with synthetic peptide analogs to PB1-F2 from the
‘Spanish flu’ virus (sPB1-F2sf) and the bird flu virus (H5N1) (sPB1-F2bf). An alignment
of the three protein sequences shows that they are 60% identical (Figure 3.1). Direct
comparison however also reveals deviations in the amino acid sequence throughout
the protein; furthermore PB1-F2bf is at the C-terminus 3 amino acids shorter than the
two analogs.
Figure 3.3E shows exemplary current traces at +80 mV from the three different
peptides. The data reveal that all three peptides generate distinct channel
fluctuations. In all cases the two dominant conductance levels o1 and o2 are again
observable.

The

I/V

curves

obtained

for

sPB1-F2sf

and

sPB1-F2bf

are

indistinguishable from sPB1-F2pr (Figure 3.3D).
To test the selectivity of the sPB1-F2pr8 generated channel for different ions the
experiments were repeated under nonsymmetrical conditions. The I/V relations
obtained in experiments in which KCl in the cis chamber was replaced by either NaCl
or by K-gluconate were similar to those obtained with symmetrical KCl (Figure 3.4A).
This means that the channel has no apparent selectivity; it neither discriminates
appreciably between K+ and Na+ nor between Cl- and gluconate.
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Figure 3.4 I/V relation of the small (o1) and large (o2) sPB1-F2 generated current fluctuation.
A Unitary currents were recorded in bilayer with 500 mM KCl on trans side and 500 mM NaCl
on trans (open circles) or with 500 mM KCl on cis and 500 mM K-gluconate on trans (filled
squares). B I/V relation obtained with 500 mM KCl on trans side and 50 mM KCl on cis side.
C I/V relation obtained with 500 mM KCl on cis and 500 mM CaCl2 on trans-side. Currents
were elicited upon adding sPB1-F2pr8 (in A-C) and sPB1-F2sf (in C) to trans-side.
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Further experiments were performed with a 10-fold concentration gradient of KCl
across the bilayer. The current voltage relation obtained for sPB1-F2pr8 under these
nonsymmetrical conditions reverses close to 0 mV at ca +5 mV. This shift in reversal
voltage is real because under nonsymmetrical conditions we were able to measure a
negative current at 0 mV. The result of this experiment implies that the channel
transports anions slightly better than cations.
In further experiments we tested whether the viral protein also transports divalent
ions. For these experiments sPB1-F2sf or sPB1-F2pr8 were reconstituted in a planar
lipid bilayer with 500 mM KCl on the cis and 500 mM CaCl2 on the trans-side. Also in
these experiments we were able to detect distinct current fluctuations at positive and
negative voltages (Figure 3.4C and inset). The results of these experiments show that
the sPB1-F2 generated conductance is also permeable to Ca2+.
During long observations it occurred that current fluctuations were more frequent at
more extreme voltages than at moderate voltages. This suggested a voltage
dependency of the sPB1-F2 generated conductance. In order to quantify the channel
activity as a function of voltage we estimated the mean current generated by sPB1F2pr8 in a bilayer from n=25 voltage steps of 3 s duration from 0 mV to test voltages
between +80 mV and -80 mV. The mean steady-state currents from 12 experiments
recorded in symmetrical 500 mM KCl are plotted in Figure 3.5 as a function of
voltage. They show a low activity at voltages around 0 mV. Towards both voltage
extremes channel activity increases in a quasi-exponential fashion. Similar results
were obtained with sPB1-F2sf; also this protein exhibits a voltage dependent I/V
relation of the mean current (Figure 3.5). The results of this analysis show that
channel activity is irrespective of the viral origin of the sPB1-F2 protein favored by
membrane voltage. It is not possible to say whether the proteins insert into the bilayer
with respect to its orientation randomly or with a bias for one side over the other.
Without this information it is not yet possible to discriminate whether the channel has
an inverse bell shaped open probability or whether they function as a rectifier.
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Figure 3.5 Mean current generated by sPB1-F2pr8 (filled circles) or sPB1-F2sf (open circles)
as a function of voltage. Channel activity was recorded in symmetrical 500 mM KCl. Peptide
was added at 1 µM on trans-side. The current responses from n= 12, 3 sec long voltage
scans at the respective test voltages were averaged.

The NMR structure obtained for sPB1-F2pr8 implies a C-terminal α-helix, which is long
enough to span a membrane [13]. In order to test whether this domain alone is
sufficient for generating channel activity we produced a synthetic peptide, which is
equivalent to the aa 50-87 of the full-length protein of PB1-F2pr8 [15]. The peptide
(sPB1-F2pr850-87) was tested in planar lipid bilayer in the same way as the full-length
protein. Figure 6 shows the result of a typical experiment with a symmetrical solution
of 500 mM KCl; the membrane was clamped to +80 mV. Addition of the truncated
peptide at a concentration of >200 nM to the trans-chamber generated a large
conductance in the bilayer. The current generated by sPB1-F2pr850-87 peptide showed
mostly unresolved current fluctuations. But like in the experiment of Figure 2A it was
also in these experiments possible to resolve channel like fluctuations between
defined conductance levels (Figure 6). A plot of the resolvable channel like
fluctuations reveals three distinct conductance levels with 330, 550 and 750 pS.
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These conductance levels are not identical to those recoded with the full-length
protein. Hence the putative α-helical part of the sPB1-F2 protein is sufficient to
increase membrane conductance; it can even generate channel like activity. The
difference in the resolvable conductance levels obtained with the full length compared
to the truncated protein implies that the remaining n-terminal part of the protein has
an influence on channel formation and unitary conductance.

Figure 3.6 The truncated peptide sPB1-F2pr850-87 generates an elevated membrane
conductance. A Addition of sPB1-F2pr850-87 protein to the trans side of a planar lipid bilayer
evokes large currents across the membrane. On top of many unresolved current ->
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fluctuations typical channel like opening and closing events are resolvable. In the example
recorded at +80 mV three distinct current levels (indicated y different symbols) can be
identified. B A plot of similar resolvable current levels as a function of voltage reveals three
linear I/V relations with 330, 550 and 750 pS. The symbols in A cross reference with symbols
in B. Measurements were done in symmetric 500 mM KCl with 200 nM peptide concentration.

Fluorescence assay
The electrophysiological data imply that the sPB1-F2 protein generates an unspecific
conductance including permeation by Ca2+ and Cl-. This offers the possibility to
examine the transport properties of PB1-F2 also in an independent assay by
fluorescence spectroscopy. To measure PB1-F2 generated Ca2+ fluxes we loaded
liposomes with the Ca2+ sensitive dye Fluo-3. The fluorescence intensity of the dye
remained constant under control conditions. Also addition of the K+-selective
ionophore Valinomycin had no appreciable effect on the Fluo-3 fluorescence. In
contrast, addition of 1 µM sPB1-F2pr8 resulted in a rise in Fluo-3 fluorescence
indicating a net influx of Ca2+ into the liposomes (Figure 3.7). The sPB1-F2pr8
generated fluorescence signal could be increased by adding the peptide together with
Valinomycin (Figure 3.7). This enhancing effect of the ionophore on Ca2+ influx into
the liposomes is expected because a K+ efflux via Valinomycin provides a charge
balance for Ca2+ influx. In this case the membrane of the liposomes is not building up
a charge, which would hinder net Ca2+ influx.
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Figure 3.7 sPB1-F2 generates Ca2+ and anion fluxes into liposomes. A Fluorescence of
liposomes with Ca2+ sensitive dye Fluo3 was recorded before and after adding (at arrow)
ionophore Valinomycin (triangle), sPB1-F2pr8 alone (filled squares) or together with
Valinomycin (open squares). Peptide and ionophore were added during the time gap of ca. 1
min indicated in the graph.

The presence of the peptide results in an increase in

fluorescence indicating an influx of Ca2+ into the liposomes. The ionophore enhances Ca2+
influx because it prevents building up of a charge, which hinders net Ca2+ influx. B
Fluorescence of liposomes filled with Ca2+ sensitive dye Fluo-3 before and after addition (at
arrow) of 1 µM peptide to incubation medium. The truncated peptide sPB1-F2pr850-87 results in
a fast rise in Fluo3 fluorescence. C Fluorescence of liposomes filled with anion sensitive dye
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lucigenin was measured before and after adding of anion specific ionophore TBT (filled
squares, added at arrow 1), sPB1-F2pr8 (open triangle, arrow 2). The control was left
untreated (filled circles); the stepwise drop of the control signal is due to an unspecific drift of
the signal. Both ionophore and sPB1-F2pr8 generate a strong quenching of the lucigenin
fluorescence well beyond the control indicating an influx of anions. Peptide and ionophore
were added during the time gap of ca. 1 min indicated in the graph.

With a similar assay we also tested whether the truncated peptide sPB1-F2pr850-87 is
able to generate a Ca2+ conductance. For this purpose we loaded liposomes with
Fluo-3 and measured the respective fluorescence before and after adding sPB1F2pr850-87 peptide to the incubation buffer. The exemplary data in Figure 3.7B show
that the fluorescence signal was constant before addition of the peptide. The addition
of sPB1-F2pr850-87 at a final concentration of 1µM resulted in a quasi-immediate rise in
Fluo-3 fluorescence reporting the influx of Ca2+ into the liposomes. The increase of
relative fluorescence units (RFU) was 30 %. The same response with a mean rise of
28 + 5 % in Fluo-3 fluorescence was observed in 3 other experiments.
In further experiments we also examined the ability of sPB1-F2pr8 to stimulate Clfluxes. In this case the liposomes were loaded with the anion sensitive dye lucigenin.
Other than with Fluo-3 we observed in this type of experiments a non-specific drift of
the fluorescence signal. But in spite of this shortcoming also this method could be
used to demonstrate PB1-F2 generated anion fluxes. Figure 3.7C shows that addition
of the anion specific ionophore TBT resulted in a strong quenching of the lucigenin
fluorescence indicating the sensitivity of the system. A similar drop in fluorescence
was obtained upon addition of sPB1-F2pr8 at a concentration of 1 µM.
Collectively, the results of these experiments confirm the electrophysiological data in
that the sPB1-F2 protein is able to generate a conductance without appreciable
selectivity in lipid bilayers, which is able to conduct anions and divalent cations. The
C-terminal domain of the protein with its putative α-helical structure seems to be
sufficient for generating this conductance.
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MD simulation
The electrical data imply that PB1-F2 is able to form with its C-terminus ion channels
in membranes. A prerequisite for such channel formation is an insertion and a lasting
transmembrane orientation of the C-terminus. To test the latter we examined the
behavior of the peptide in its proposed α-helical form in a lipid environment at zero
transmembrane voltage by molecular dynamics (MD) simulations. After a period with
fixed center of mass of the C-terminal truncated fragment sPB1-F2pr850-87 we observed
the stability of the truncated protein by a number of quantitative measures over the
last 180 ns after removal of the center-of-mass (c.o.m.) constraint. This constraint has
been applied during pre-equilibration in order to fix the protein within the membrane.
Quantitative results are shown in Figure 3.8. All quantities indicate a remarkable
overall stability of the protein fold and of the transmembrane insertion geometry.
Apparently, the protein structure fluctuates within expected margins, but there is no
indication for a systematic long-term trend to escape from the bilayer or to switch to a
different backbone fold.
While particularly the helical characteristic is preserved, we note a tendency to bend
slightly in comparison with the NMR structure, most notable at around 70 ns where a
slight step in the observables is visible. This process started shortly after removal of
the c.o.m. constraint and is visualized in Figure 3.9 (note that the simulation box
shrinks laterally even after long time, indicating that large time scales are required for
reaching an equilibrium ensemble).
Bending is not unexpected since Pro67 is localized near the centre of the peptide.
Interestingly, the Pro67 appears to be conserved within 263 bird flu sequences and all
20 of the H1N1 full length sequences analyzed by us so far (data not shown).
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Figure 3.8 Dependence of various measures for protein stability over the simulation time
after removal of the center-of-mass (c.o.m.) constraint (set to 0 ns). From top to bottom: ->
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Root mean square deviation (RMSD) of the protein backbone, z coordinate (membrane
normal) of the c.o.m. of the protein (corrected by removing the total membrane drift), the
protein's radius of gyration (Rg), and the helical fraction recognized for the fold.

Figure 3.9 Snapshots of the simulation system after removal of the center-of-mass constraint
(set to 0 ns). The protein is shown in cartoon representation with the location of positively
charged amino acids marked by orange color. Potassium ions are shown in green, chloride
ions in blue. The C-terminus is located on the bottom side.

However, the presence of a lipid environment apparently hinders the formation of a
kink. The origin of this behavior is related to the presence of a large number of
positively charged amino acids (all kept in the standard protonation state during the
simulation) as illustrated in Figure 3.10. Arginine and lysine residues tend to "snorkel"
into the direction of the membrane/solvent interface [16]. Close to the C-terminus
(bottom side in Figures. 3.9 and 3.10) positive charges are clustered which leads to a
net tendency to drag the protein in the direction of the C-terminus. In the presence of
the c.o.m. constraint, this force is neutralized, whereas, in the absence of the
constraint, the smaller number of positive charges on the n-terminal side is not
sufficient to counteract fully. As a consequence, stabilization of the n-terminal side in
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the interface decreases such that the influence of proline becomes more important
which leads to the observed bending.

Figure 3.10 Snapshots of the simulation system after removal of the center-of-mass
constraint (set to 0 ns). The protein is shown in cartoon representation with explicit depiction
of positively charged residues (arginine: blue, lysine: red). Lipid molecules have been
removed except for the head groups that are depicted as grey spheres. Potassium ions are
shown in green, chloride ions in blue. The C-terminus is located on the bottom side.

It appears that the C-terminal cluster of positive charges leads to an accumulation of
water and anions, which penetrate the lipid head groups. There is no indication of a
persistent poration effect, however, which could be responsible for the measured
channel currents. This observation requires further investigation in future work
considering oligomers of the PB1-F2 peptide.
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Discussion
Early studies described PB1-F2 as a proapoptotic protein, which was assumed to
remove host immune cells responding to IAV infection [4], [11]. The molecular
mechanisms of PB1-F2 induced apoptosis is still not totally understood, though recent
results confirmed that its proapoptotic function is cell specific and related to PKC
activation after infection of primary human monocytes [17]. However, since the
protein is localized predominantly in the mitochondria of transfected or infected cells
and found to alter the mitochondrial morphology [4] it was hypothesized that
apoptosis induction occurs due to direct interaction with subunits of the mitochondrial
PTPC or destabilization of the mitochondrial membrane by pore formation [10].
In previous experiments it has been demonstrated that PB1-F2 causes an elevation
of membrane leakage [14] and increases the electrical conductance of membranes
[12]. However, the currents elicited by the PB1-F2 protein were not showing defined
conductance levels and channel like fluctuations. The results of these experiments
therefore fostered the hypothesis that the PB1-F2 protein is not forming canonical
protein mediated transmembrane pores. It was speculated that the protein may
destabilize the lipid bilayer due to the formation of lipidic pores [12]. The question of
how this protein destabilizes the mitochondrial membrane potential, by channel like or
lipidic pore formation, is still under investigation.
The main observation of the present study is that the PB1-F2 protein is able to
generate distinct opening/closing events between defined conductance levels; these
events are typical for ion channel proteins [18]. Thus, it can be concluded that PB1-F2
can short circuit the mitochondria by inserting channel forming proteins into the
organelle membrane. This finding might explain the property of PB1-F2 to disrupt the
reticulotubular mitochondrial organization and to dissipate the inner membrane
potential [4,10]. A similar strategy for inducing apoptosis is known from a number of
other viruses [19]. In the case of PB1-F2 canonical channel activity is observed with
the full-length protein but also with a truncated protein comprising only the putative Cterminal α-helix (from amino acid residues Ile55-Lys85). This together with the results
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from MD simulations, which show that the truncated fragment is stable in the
membrane, suggests that the C-terminus is part of the channel forming domain in the
protein. But since the truncated and the full-length protein evoke different unitary
conductances we must nonetheless assume that also the n-terminal part of the
protein is involved in channel formation. Indeed the simulations show that the
monomer alone leads to membrane denting, but is apparently incapable of inducing
ion permeation; we did not find evidence for sufficient destabilization of the
membrane to allow for passive ion translocation. Although we made no attempt to
model a multi-protein complex, it is very likely that such a complex is necessary to
facilitate ion transport. This hypothesis is supported by the finding that PB1-F2 has
indeed the tendency to form oligomers. The latter involves distinct domains not only in
the the C- but also in the N terminus [13] in line with the hypothesis, that both termini
are important for the complete channel activity.
Our MD simulations imply that the C-terminus of PB1-F2 can maintain a
transmembrane orientation and that this orientation is favored by positive amino acids
at the membrane/water interfaces. The data however do not yet explain how a
peptide with that many charges is able to insert into the membrane. In this context it is
interesting to note that also many other short, highly cationic and hydrophilic peptides,
including the voltage sensor of K+-channels, are capable of inserting and in some
cases even passing membranes [20], [21], [22]. The unusual behavior of these
proteins can be explained by an interaction of the membrane with the distinct peptide
structure; the charged amino acids in these membrane-inserting cationic peptides
have to be evaluated in the overall context and their specific position in the entire
peptide [20]. The structural and charge density features of the PB1-F2 protein are
apparently similar to those of cationic peptides, which are able to insert
spontaneously into membranes. Due to the large net charge it is very likely that the
voltage dependency of the PB1-F2 conductance is related to a voltage-induced
change of the positioning and orientation within the membrane. This issue needs
further scrutiny by MD simulations employing an external transmembrane potential.
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Both experimental and theoretical data support the view that channel activity is
achieved by protein pores, which are formed by complex formation of the PB1-F2
protein. The importance of the C-terminus for channel activity is consistent with the
finding that similar channel fluctuations are observed here with all three PB1-F2
analogs. The three proteins are variable in length with an overall identity of ca. 60%.
Important in the context of structure/function correlates is that all three analogs
contain a similar C-terminal domain with a putative transmembrane α-helix.
Interestingly, all human H1N1 isolates circulating since 1950 were reported to code
for a truncated PB1-F2 of 57 amino acids [5] lacking the C-terminal domain.
Moreover, the current H1N1 swine flu isolates are not able to express any form of
PB1-F2 since multiple Stop-codon mutations only allow the expression of the first 11
amino acids. This is consistent with initial findings that expression of PB1-F2 is
species dependent and often interrupted in swine isolates [4]. Because of the missing
C-terminal α-helix these proteins are therefore most likely unable to generate channel
function.
The fact that the PB1-F2 peptides derived from different isolates were all able to
generate similar channel like activity in planar lipid bilayers implies that the different
PB1-F2 variants have the same potential of ion channel conductance within the
mitochondria of infected cells. We can only speculate about the reasons why this
channel type activity was recorded here but not in a previous study [12]. It is possible
that the fusion efficiency of the peptides was in the present study lower than in a
previous study. A lower number of proteins in the bilayer however can be beneficial
for the resolution of single channel activity because individual events are not masked
by the simultaneous activity of many channels. Also in the case of other pore forming
peptides step like channel fluctuations can only be observed when the number of for
proteins inserted into the bilayer is low [20], [23].
The analysis of PB1-F2 evoked unitary channel currents in buffers with different ion
compositions reveals that the channel has two main conductance levels and both are
nonselective; they transport cations as well as anions with a marginal preference for
anions. The low selectivity of the channel and in particular the permeability to
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gluconate implies a very simple and wide channel pore. The tendency of PB1-F2 to
form oligomers [13] presumably results in a self-assembly of multiple monomers in
membranes with a central water filled pore. Similar channel pores with low selectivity
can also be formed by aggregation of small membrane proteins from other viruses
[24], [25], [26] or by the aforementioned alamethicin [22].
One particular feature of the PB1-F2 induced channel activity is the occurrence of at
least two defined conductance levels, which can be achieved directly from the closed
state. This is not unique to PB1-F2 but can also be observed with other small channel
forming membrane proteins such phospholamban [27]. Also the antibiotic peptide
alamethicin generates multiple unitary current levels whose conductances obey a
geometrical progression; each transition is thought to result from the uptake or
release of an individual monomer within the conducting bundle [28]. This explanation
however does not hold true for the PB1-F2 generated conductances because
inspections of the current traces also revealed intermediate closures from the high
conductance level to lower levels (see Figure 2C). Such behaviour cannot be
explained by dynamic uptake or release of individual monomers from a conducting
bundle. We must hence conclude that the low conductance level is a real substate of
a channel protein build with a fixed number of monomers.
Recent data stress that PB1-F2 has the potential to modulate IAV virulence. A single
amino acid exchange in the C-terminal region of the protein from Asn66 to Ser66 is
sufficient to convert a virus of moderate pathogenicity into a highly pathogenic one
[7]. It was also fund that the expression of the 1918 IAV PB1-F2 in mice enhanced
secondary bacterial pneumonia [6]. This finding is important because most IAV
related deaths are due to bacterial super-infection [6]. The present data show that the
three PB1-F2 peptides from IAV of different pahtogenic potential have in spite of their
sequence differences the same ability to generate ion channel activity. Hence the
difference in biological function between the three PB1-F2 proteins must be due to
other properties such as mitochondrial targeting or association with other proteins.
Notably, the two PB1-F2 proteins, which were derived from the PR8 isolate and from
the Spanish flu isolate, differ in amino acid 66, which is a Ser in IAVSF2 and an Arg in
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IAVPR8 (Figure 1); this mutation, which accounts for the difference in pathogenicity [7],
is within the mitochondrial targeting sequence [9].
Acknowledgments: Computer time was provided on the IBM Regatta system
(Hessischer Hochleistungsrechner) at the Hochschulrechenzentrum Darmstadt.
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Chapter 4: Phospholamban
Ion channel activity of pentameric phospholamban

Abstract
Phospholamban (PLN) is involved in the contractility of cardiac muscle by regulating
intracellular calcium concentration (Ca2+cyt) of cardiac myocytes. PLN is a regulator of
sarco-/ endoplasmic Ca-ATPase (SERCA) but concerning its structure and activity
many questions are still open. In the present paper we focused our attention on the
main issue of whether the more stable pentameric form can be an ion channel. We
used two different bio-mimetic systems namely supported nano-BLMs and traditional
black lipid membranes, BLMs supporting the view that PLN works as an ion channel.
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Introduction
Phospholamban (PLN) is a 52-amino-acids-long, integral membrane protein, which is
involved in the contractility of cardiac muscle by regulating the intracellular calcium
concentration (Ca2+cyt) of cardiac myocytes. PLN modulates Ca2+cyt by regulating the
cardiac sarco-/ endoplasmatic Ca-ATPase (SERCA). This membrane protein in the
sarcoplasmic reticulum (SR) maintains a low intracellular calcium concentration by
pumping Ca2+ into the SR. Activity of SERCA is inhibited by the unphosphorylated
PLN, whereas phosphorylated PLN releases SERCA inhibition and allows the
pumping of calcium. The PLN monomer (6KDa) is in equilibrium with its pentameric
form [1]; the more stable pentamer is a 30KDa-oligomer in which each monomer is
composed of three domains: a helical cytoplasmic domain, a semi-flexible loop and a
helical hydrophobic transmembrane domain [2], [3]. Various details on the structure of
PLN and its activity are still a matter of debate. It is not known whether the interaction
with SERCA is due to the monomeric or pentameric form [4], [5], [6]. Structural details
of the PLN pentamer have also not yet been rectified and currently a so-called
bellflower model [2] and a pinwheel model [7] of the pentamer are discussed in
literature [2], [7], [8], [9].
In this paper we focused our attention on the main issue whether the more stable
pentameric form is an ion channel or simply a storage form. A combination of
functional studies [10], mutagenesis [11], [12], structural studies [2], [13] and
molecular modelling [14] support the hypothesis that PLN can indeed have a
transmembrane orientation with a hydrophilic central pore and that this complex can
conduct ions. The channel forming hypothesis has been recently questioned by
molecular dynamic simulations [15], [17]. Molecular dynamic simulations based on
new high-resolution NMR structures show that the PLN forms a pore-like structure but
that this pore is unable to conduct ions [16], [17]. Moreover, in a recent paper based
on electrochemical measurements it was suggested that pentamer PLN displays just
a storage form for monomer and does not generate any channel activity [16]. The
authors observed no specific elevation of conductance in a tethered bilayer lipid
membrane upon addition of CaCl2 to the buffer solution [16].
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In order to understand whether PLN pentamer can have ion channel activity, we have
performed experiments by using two different bio-mimetic systems namely supported
nano BLMs and traditional black lipid membranes (BLMs); both systems are
characterized by the lipid bilayer membrane(s) separating two compartments (cisand trans-chamber) containing aqueous solutions. These experimental systems are
suitable for mimicking at the best the intra- and the extra-cellular sides of a biological
membrane. In this paper the function of PLN pentamer was studied by conductivity
measurements for the first time. This new approach allows to detect pore formation
and to study directly the selectivity of ion channels. In order to confirm the results
obtained from conductivity measurements, single channel recordings in traditional
BLMs were carried out. Our results, which were obtained by two complementary
approaches, show that PLN conducts ions across a lipid bilayer by an inherent ion
channel activity.
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Material and Methods

Nano BLMs
Nano BLMs consist of polycarbonate membranes (characterized by 1 µm diameter
pores, pore density 105-108 pores*cm-2 according to pore size, Whatman Kent,
England) covered by gold and octadecanethiol. For Au-covering a coating unit PS3
(Agar Aids, UK) was used. A self-assembled monolayer of octadecanethiol (ODT)
(Sigma-Aldrich, USA) was obtained by spreading 3mM ethanolic solution of ODT on
the gold layer. Subsequently, the ethanol was allowed to evaporate totally and the
membrane was rinsed by a series of washing steps in ethanol, water and ethanol to
eliminate ODT residues; at the end, it was totally dried. On the top of the goldpolycarbonate membrane, an octadecanethiol self-assembled monolayer (SAM-ODT)
was formed. A lipid bilayer was formed on each pore of the polycarbonate membrane
using dioleoylglycerophosphocholine (DOPC) (Avanti polar lipids, Alabaster, AL,
USA) and cholesterol (Aldrich Chemical Co., USA), as described in Favero et al. [18],
[19]. Experimental measurements were performed in a custom-made cell [18], [19].
The bi-cell, which was fabricated by G. Favero et al. [19], was modified including
both, the two reference electrodes and the two Au-electrodes in the same working
cell. Since conductivity measurements are temperature-sensitive (2% increase per
one °C) the working cell was placed in a thermostated chamber kept at 25 °C.
Solutions were injected into the chamber by using a peristaltic pump (ECONO PUMP,
BIO RAD, USA), modified in order to keep the engine out of the Faraday cage.
The full-length wildtype phospholamban (PLN), obtained from Veglia’s group, was
embedded in the bilayer by fusing vesicles containing PLN at a 3:1:1 mass ratio
mixture of DOPC: Cholesterol: PLN.
Electrochemical Impedance Spectroscopy (EIS) measurements were recorded by a
PGSTAT12 Autolab potentiostat/ galvanostat (Eco Chemie), with an in-built frequency
response analysis FRA2 module. The measurements were controlled by a personal
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computer, using Autolab FRA software. Potentials were measured versus Ag/ AgCl
electrodes. Impedance spectra were recorded within a frequency range of 5*10-3 - 106
Hz and at zero offset potential.
Conductivity measurements were carried out by a 712 conductometer (Metrohm)
modified with a resistance of 47KΩ in parallel to the working cell. The use of the
peristaltic pump and the conductometer interfaced with the computer allowed to carry
out measurements under constant perfusion of the bi-cells.

Traditional BLMs
Experiments with planar lipid bilayers were carried out as previously described [20]
using the Montal-Müller technique [21] with a 0.4 mg/ml solution of L-αphosphatidylcholine (type IV-S >= 30 % TLC; Sigma-Aldrich (Steinheim, Germany) in
n-decane (Carl Roth, Karlsruhe, Germany). The measurements were performed in a
buffer containing 500mM KCl, 10 mM Mops/Tris pH 7. The Ag/ AgCl electrode in the
trans-chamber was directly connected to the head stage of a current amplifier (EPC
7, List, Darmstadt, Germany); the electrode in the cis-chamber was connected to the
ground. At positive potentials the electrode in the trans-chamber was positive and the
electrode in the cis-chamber negative. To prevent surface potential effects both
electrodes were connected with the bath solution via an agar bridge (2% agarose in 2
M KCl). Currents were recorded and stored by an analog/ digital converter (LIH 1600,
HEKA electronics, Neustadt, Germany) at 4 KHz after low pass filtering at 1 kHz.
Data were analyzed by Patchmaster software (HEKA electronics, Neustadt,
Germany) and Igor Pro (WaveMetrics, Oregon, USA). Before adding the full-length
wildtype phospholamban (wildtype PLN) protein to the trans-chamber at a final
concentration of ca. 0.3µM the bilayer conductance was recorded for approximately 1
hour in order to exclude artefacts from contaminations. Only bilayers without artefacts
were used for reconstitution of PLN.
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In order to further determinate the selectivity of the channel experiments were carried
out in which K+ in the cis-chamber was exchanged against Na+. The value of the
resulting shift of the reversal potential (Erp) was used to calculate the relative
permeability (α) of Na+ compared to K+ (α=PNa+/ PK+). Therefore the GoldmanHodgkin-Katz equation was transformed in a first step:
Equation 4.1

Erp = (R*T / Z*F) * ln (α*([K+]cis / [Na+]trans))

Because the ion concentrations in the chambers [K+]cis and [Na+]trans were equal, the
equation could be simplified and transformed in a second step:
Equation 4.2

α = Exp (Erp*Z*F / R*T)
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Results and Discussion

Nano BLMs
In the nano BLMs system, we first recorded specific resistance and specific
capacitance values to verify the integrity of the membrane and incorporation of PLN.
Subsequently, conductivity measurements were carried out on the same membrane,
where PLN was successfully incorporated.
Specific resistance and specific capacitance values were recorded by performing EIS
measurements. The respective values were obtained by fitting an equivalent circuit to
the experimental data (Figure 4.1); the data obtained with and without PLN show the
same order of magnitude for the specific capacitance (1.4 and 1.3 µFcm-2 for nano
BLMs before and after PLN incorporation, respectively) and a decrease in the specific
resistance by a factor of 104 after PLN incorporation (30.4 and 5.4*10-3 MΩcm2 for
nano BLMs before and after PLN incorporation, respectively). The equivalent circuit
describes the electrical properties of the bilayer. The fact that approximately the same
capacitance value was recorded in the presence and absence of PLN, proves the
integrity of the membrane; the decrease in resistance associated with PLN suggests
a successful incorporation of phospholamban and the presence of ion conducting
pores. It is well known that channel formation by peptides or small proteins in biomimetic models causes specific resistance reduction [22], [23].
To perform conductivity measurements, we used the following protocol: a background
electrolyte (10mM TRIS buffer, pH=7.5) was let to flow (2 ml/min) to both cell
compartments. After a constant conductivity value was reached, this buffer was
replaced by a solution containing the background electrolyte plus a fixed
concentration (10mM and 20mM) of a suitable electrolyte, i.e. KCl, NaClO4 and ChoCl
(choline chloride).
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Figure 4.1 Logarithm of the impedance, Z (square symbol) and phase, (circle symbol) vs.
logarithm of the frequency (f): curves recorded on nano BLMs (filled symbol) and nano-BLMs
containing PLN (empty symbol). All data were obtained at zero offset potential. 10mM TRIS
buffer pH=7,5 was present into working cell compartments. Inset: Equivalent circuit (C1=
bilayer capacitance; R2= bilayer resistance; R1=electrolyte resistance) used to fit the
experimental data obtained from the Electrochemical Impedance Spectroscopy.

To check the system’s reversibility after each electrolyte addition, the background
solution was once again perfused into the bi-cell. Figure 4.2 reports the conductivity
(κ) value vs. time for nano BLMs, embedding PLN in response to different electrolyte
solutions. The data show that the conductivity value of nano BLMs containing PLN
increased when different electrolytes were perfused through the chamber. Addition of
electrolytes had no impact on the conductivity value in nano BLMs in the absence of
PLN, meaning that the increase in conductivity is a property of PLN. The different
tested electrolytes were chosen in such a way to make the contribution of different
ions to the whole conductivity recorded evident. In particular, the different recorded
conductivity between NaClO4 and NaCl (at the same concentration) can be justified
simply on the basis of equivalent conductance values of Cl- and ClO4- (equivalent
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Figure 4.2 Conductivity (measured by conductometer) vs. time, recorded on PLN embedded
in nano BLMs. Data were collected under constant perfusion (2 ml/min) of bicells. Experiment
started with only TRIS buffer 10mM, pH=7,5 [C(0)] in the bicell. The solution was exchanged
by flowing into bicell compartments TRIS plus one of the following electrolyte: ChoCl, NaClO4
and NaCl at different concentration [C(1)=ChoCl 10mM, C(2)=ChoCl 20mM, C(3)= NaClO4
10mM, C(4)= NaClO4 20mM C(5)= NaCl 10mM, C(6)= NaCl 20mM] in TRIS-HCl buffer
10mM, pH=7,5.

conductance at infinite dilution is 76.3 and 67.3 Scm2eq-1 respectively) since the Na+
contribution is the same. Useful information about PLN may be obtained by
comparing ChoCl and NaCl conductivity values. By considering the equivalent
conductance at infinite dilution of NaCl (126.4 Scm2eq-1), Cl- contributes for ca. 60%
of the total recorded conductivity. Thus, for ChoCl the expected conductance is >60%
of that of NaCl at the same concentration if also Cho+ contributes to the signal. Since
the conductance of ChoCl is around 60% of that of NaCl, it is evident that Cho+ does
not give an appreciable contribution to the whole recorded conductance signal. These
results suggest that PLN is permeable only to relatively small ions as Na+, Cl- and
ClO4- while bigger ions as Cho+ are unable to pass trough.
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The present data together with previous ones [2], [10], [24] are consistent with the
view that the pentameric PLN can form nonselective ion conducting pores. Based on
their model of a bellflower structure, Oxenoid and Chou suggested that many
physiologically relevant ions such as Na+, K+, Ca2+ and Cl- are small enough to pass
through the narrowest part of the pentamer PLN (diameter ≈3.6Å). In agreement with
the latter model the Cho+ cation (radius 3.3Å [25]) was found not be conducted
because it is larger than the estimated PLN pore [2].

Traditional BLMs
To further test the channel forming ability of PLN, the same protein was incorporated
in traditional BLMs for single channel recordings. Figure 4.3A shows some
representative

recordings

from

these

experiments

revealing

typical

current

fluctuations between a closed and a defined open state. Figure 4.3C illustrates a plot
of the unitary open channel currents measured under symmetrical conditions (500
mM KCl) as a function of voltage. The I/V relation is linear, reverses at 0 mV and has
a slope conductance of 27 pS. These data reveal that PLN has no apparent voltage
dependency, meaning that it is potentially active at 0 mV. When the KCl solution in
the cis-chamber was replaced with NaCl, the reversal voltage shifted negative by
about 36 mV; thereby the cis-chamber was connected to the ground, which means
that negative currents represent a flux of Na2+ from cis to trans and a positive current
a flux of K+ from trans to cis. The results of these experiments confirm the data of
Figure 4.2 in that the protein conducts Na+; the shift in reversal voltage, however, also
means that the channel prefers K+ over Na+. By applying the Goldman-Hodgkin-Katz
equation (Goldman, 1943) the relative permeability PNa+/ PK+ could be determined as
0,25 which means that PLN conducts K+ 4 times better than Na+.
Altogether, these findings are in good agreement with data presented by Arkin (1995).
He reported that PLN generated single channel fluctuations, which conducted equally
well K+ and Ca2+ and to a lesser extend also Na+.
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Figure 4.3 PLN generates single channel fluctuations in planar lipid bilayer. A Single channel
activity recorded at different holding potentials, from -120mV to 120mV in symmetrical
solution with 500mM KCl in 10mM MOPS/ TRIS (pH=7) buffer. c and o refer to the closed and
open states of the channel, respectively. B Example of concomitant opening/ closing of large
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conductance and small conductance. The two events are additive. First the large
conductance opens (ol) before also a lower conductance opens (os). Together the current
reaches the sum of both amplitudes (ol+os). Upon closing of the large conductance the
current reaches the amplitude of the small conductance. Closing of the small conductance
brings the current back to the baseline (c). C Current/ voltage relation (I/V curve) of large and
small unitary currents obtained in same conditions as in A and B.

Figure 4.4 I/V curve of single channel fluctuations after the exchange of K+ in the ciscompartment against Na+ (conditions: 500 mM KCl trans, 500 mM NaCl cis, 10mM Mops/Tris,
pH 7). The arrow indicates the reversal potential. The I/V curve section above the xcoordinate represents a net current of K+ (from trans to cis), the section beneath a net current
of Na+ (from cis to trans). The electrochemical equilibrium at -36 mM shows that K+ is
preferred compared to Na+.

In many bilayers an additional smaller conductance was found together with the
larger 27 pS conductance. Figure 4.3B shows an example for the independent
opening/ closing of the two distinctly different conductances. In the example trace,
obtained at +60 mV holding voltage, the small conductance opens on top of the large
conductance; both conductances close in opposite sequence. The fact that the two
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conductances are like in the example always additive, means that the low
conductance is not a subconductance level of the larger one. An I/V-plot (Figure
4.3C) of the small unitary channel fluctuations again reveals a linear relation, which
reverses at 0 mV and has a conductance of 16 pS.
To obtain information on the basic functional parameters of the large and small
conductance, the channel fluctuations were fitted by the QuB algorithm [26]. Good fits
could be achieved assuming a simple o-c model. For a reference voltage of +80 mV
this procedure yields an open probability (P0) of 0.5 and 0.1 for the large and the
small conductance, respectively. The mean open dwell times were 680 ms and 560
ms for the large and small conductance, respectively. The open probability and the
relatively long open channel dwell times look similar to those reported previously for
PLN channel activity [10].
Also in previous experiments [10], [24] small unitary channel fluctuations with two
different conductances were observed upon reconstituting full-length PLN or the Cterminal fragment (amino acids 26-52) in lipid bilayers. Worth noting is that the
present data and the previous recordings were obtained with different bilayer
techniques and in different lipids [10], [24]; this stresses the fact that the channel
events recorded with PLN are due to the protein and not a bilayer artefact.

Conclusions
In conclusion, the present results, obtained by two independent electrophysiological
methods and previous works [2], [10], [24], support the view that PLN works as an ion
channel. Unlike to what was predicted from some molecular models [15], [16], [17] the
present experimental data show that the PLN pentamer can form a pore permeable to
small ions; the protein exhibits gating, meaning that it fluctuates between an open and
a closed state. In this context, it is reasonable to assume that the high-resolution
NMR structure and the molecular models simply represent the channel in the closed
state. The open/ closed dwell times of the PLN channel are in the ms range and
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hence far too long for being detected in simulations. The present data also provide an
explanation for the absence of a measurable Ca2+ conductance in a previous study.
Since PLN generates a nonselective conductance, it is not surprising that an
elevation of CaCl2 against a 100-fold higher background of KCl was not generating a
measurable current; the current was probably masked by the large KCl conductance.
The present study does not bear a direct answer to the question on the physiological
role of PLN. Nonetheless, the confirmation of PLN generated channel activity
supports a previous model [10] according to which this protein generates a short
circuit in the membrane.
The demonstration of channel function of PLN is of importance as it can be involved
in the regulation of cardiac contraction/ relaxation. The voltage-independent activity of
PLN suggests that it can be active at any prevailing membrane voltage of the
sarcoplasmic reticulum. Activation of the channel could generate a futile cycle for the
Ca-ATPase and thus regulate the latter. PLN generated channels could be a
promising therapeutic target in heart failure and other cardiac diseases [27], [28]. The
integration of both present experimental systems provides a strong tool for in-depth
studies of PLN channel function with respect to selectivity and pharmacology.
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